








































Editorial 

THE GENER.AL EL TICJN 

IS .A DEFEAT FOR 

THE LABOUR PARTY AND 

TR.ADE UNION .APPARATUS" 

AND A PRELUDE TO 

HEIGHTENED CLASS 

STRUGGLES 

The recent gathering of capitalist vultures in 
Venice, the "Summit" 1 revealed all the internal and 
total crisis of the world capitalist system, Reagan's 
preoccupation was to draw the members of the imperialist 
1ar alliance into the Yankee provocations against Iran 
and the Soviet Union in the Persian Gulf, He failed 
completely. Nothing was done about the acute three-sided 
"trade war'' between Yankee imperialism, the European 
bourgeoisie and the Japanese, and every other issue was 
muted because capitalism cannot agree on anything. 
Thatcher only made an appearance to f uther her own 
electoral interests and left immediately after being 
photographed, which is pretty well in character for a 
meeting of the ti red and tattered leaders of a system 
by-passed by history. 

The activity of the Yankee fleet in the Persian 
Gulf is a provocation against Iran and, more 
importantly, the Soviet Union, It is obviously nonsense 
to threaten Iran when the attack on the Yankee ship came 
from an lraki aircraft, The flight by a Gerroan light 
aircraft to l'losco111 was also a provocation and if the 
Soviets had shot it down, it might have worked, As it 

,was, the Soviets acted intelligently and allowed the 
aircraft to proceed, The provocations against the Soviet 
Union, are uncoordinated and often come from secondary 
sources because of the disordered nature of the 
imperialism war alliance but the CIA usually have their 
dirty fingers in it, In a more direct way, there are 
constant inrnrsions into Soviet territorial waters and 
they maintain a war against the Soviet Union and the 
masses in Afghanistan, The shooting-down of a Soviet 
ail'liner all its passengers in Afghani airspace is a.11 
part of this. Not much was said about this by all the 

commentators and iticians who 
indignation over the treatment "dissidents" in the 
Soviet Unio,n. 

THE FAVOURABLE WORLD BALANCE OF FORCES 

The revolutionary mobilisations of the South Korean 
masses is clearly a blow at yankee irnperialislll because 
South Korea is one of the few secure yankee bases in 
South East Asia. Japan is very insecure, the Phillipines 
is under threat and the yanks have lost Vietnam a long 
time ago, Now the Korean masses are saying, amongst 
other things, 11 yankH go home ! " The courage and 
confidence of the South Korean masses is remarkable 
since they have had no previous opportunity for trade 
union and political organisation, they are faced with a 
repressive, reactionary military regime and they receive 
little or no political support from either the workers 
state in the North or the Soviet Union, However they 
have followed the lead of the student movement which 
contains a strong tendency which is calling for the 
reunification of Korea and this means historically a 
unified Korean workers state, Whilst saluting the 
revolutionary spirit and action of the South Korean 

Continued on page 4 
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The military coup in Fiji is a as to the programme of the FLP, beyond the petty terrorism of 
classic example of the nature of altbough the big /and-owners French imperialism (and the CIA). 
bourgeois democracy and the role obviously teared some kind of However, the existence and ad
ot the capitalist state. Bourgeois expropriation, but what really vance of the Soviet Union, and 
parliamentary democracy can decided the army, led by Lt. Col. the system of Worker States, in 
function only as long as it does Rabuka, to overthrow the govern- the world ensures that the world 
not endanger the interests of the ment was that the Bavadra govern balance of forces is against the 
capitalists and imperialism. If it -ment was to follow New Zea- system of private property, and 
does, as the Fijian Labour gov- land's example and deny Yankee that imperialism can only move 
ernment of Timocl Bavadra look imperialism a naval base in Fiji In tiny islands like Granada and 
like doing, then the state comes for its nuclear warships. lmperi~ Fiji. And in Fiji it had to hide 
Into the open and imposes con- a/ism, dedicated as it is to war behind the local reaction! Un
trol. Bourgeois parliaments are a preparatipns, cannot tolerate this doubtedly this coup was engin
facade, the real power lies with sort of thing. It is something for eered by Yankee imperialism, 
the state and the class on which the Labour left to think about dragging the French and British 
it is based. The muted response perhaps? What would be the re- in its wake, and this fact Is made 
Of the British Labour Party lo the action of imperialism if Labour more obvious by Yankee, British 
military overthrow of the demo~ actually started to throw the and French diplomatic represen-
craticalfy elected government in Yankee bases out? tatives meeting with the 'F fjian 
Fiji - and this is also true of the military after the coup: to give 
left-· indicates that no real con~ In this, as in most other re- them their next set of instructions 
clusion has been drawn, no lesson actionary terrorist actions in the no doubt. 
learnt. world, the CIA had its dirty fin-

gers. Fiji is Chile on a small 

The Fijian Labour Party (FLP) scale, but on the same principal. 
inflicted an electoral defeat on We know the CIA was involved 
the re.actionary Alliance Farty by analysing the situation, but 
which had held office for the last there is considerable evidence to 
seventeen years. The FLP fs support this logical conclusion. 
based on the agricultural workers, The visit, immediately before the 
small farmers and the commercial coup, of General Vernon Walters 
sectors who are people of mainly (former head of the CIA) is public 
Indian origin, whilst the A I/lance knowledge, but he was involved 
Party is based on the largely in the reactionary coups in both 
Melanesian land-owning sector. Chile and Brasil. A contingent of 

Despite the attempts of bourgeois the US 'Peace Corp' (a cover for 
commentators to characterise the the CIA) was also in Fiji. fm
strugg/e in Fiji as 'racial', it is perialism, fed by the Yanks, 
obvious that it is part of the would like to impose itself on a 
class struggle. It is cert a inly world sea le, to open /y invade 
not 'racial', nor Is it a local Nicaragua and Afghanistan, and 
event. There is little information do something about New Zealand 

Fiiians against the coup 

Th& role of British 

imper/a/ism in all this is obvious. 
They are accomplices of the 
Yanks; but what of the monarchy? 
ft has clearly supported the coup 
by keeping silent. Indeed, the 
Queen refused to see Timoci 
Bavadra when he visited London 
a few days ago. The monarchy 
is, c /early, not above classes 
and politics but ttre facade behind 
which imperialism hides. Behind 
the monarchy lies the repressive, 
reactionary capitalist state, and 
this includes the army. It is 
an essential conclusion that 

Labour has to draw if it is ever 
to free itself from its illusions 
in bourgeois parliamentary demo

cracy and to advance on the road 
to social transformations. 

Labour lost a beautifu I oppor
tunity to use the events in Fiji 
to denounce the sham of parlia
mentary democracy, and the 
essential repressive and re
actionary nature of capitalism, 
during its electoral campaign. 

The leadership, because it is 
dedicated to maintaining capi
talism, and the left bwcause it 
simply does not understand that 



THE WORLD IS READY FOR COMMUNISM. J. POSADAS. 

The division into classes is not the product of nature, but 
of an insufficient development of the human being in relation 
to nature. This determines the later course of history. When 
science, technology and large-scale production succeed in 
answering all the needs of humanity. they eliminate the essen
tial factors which divide human beings: the limitations ot the 
economy. But. as society is now divided into classes and the 
force that possesses the means to develop society is capital-

The text re-published below gives a very concentrated view of the world process today, 
Imperialism as a world system whatever its strength in nissiles has exhausted the possibilities 
of private property. The problems of the econo•y no longer determine human conduct. 

ism. it is necessary to eliminate this factor which is the one 
which impedes this development, of science and technology - . d 

1
. . t .t 

. . . . to 11ve an to e tmma e 1 Humanit sees / d h t the means which generate the sat1sfact1on of human needs m . . Y a rea Y w a To secure the social, political 
and trade union movements 
they had to support Vietnam, 
they had to support the Popu
lar Union in Chile. Why did 
they do this if this is against 
economic interests? Because 
the pressure of the Swedish 
people is not only through 
economic and political inter
ests, but at the level of his
toric understanding which is 
very elevated. The magnitude, 
the importance of Sweden in 
the economic relation of forces 

the economic aspect. without .havmg yet r~ached t~e it can achieve. Hence any im
appropnate economic cond1- portant revolution which ad-

Today, it is not only capitalism that exists. The Workers tions. One simple fact: are vances adopts immediately the 
States exist, the Revolutionary States, the great development there in Vietnam the condition5: form of the Workers State. 
of human consciousness, of science and of technology, An tor Socialism? No. Neverthe-: Humanity has such a con-
. . . . less in Vietnam they think', sciousnes H "t immense development of all humamty exists which shows that • s. umam Y sees 

. • . . . about Socialism. 'In the middle that this relatio sh'p · t the human bemg can now el1mmate 60% of the time dedicated . . . · n ' eX1s s. 
. . . . . of the 1mpenal1st massacre Hence impe; rs f ·1 · JI to production, and can dedicate 1t to other act1v1t1es. Now, . . r a 1 m a1 s m a 

. . . V 1etnam prepares its sons tor 1'ts effo ts to k h · t today, through the means of technology and science ma spec1- . . , . . . r ma e is ory 
fie form it can eliminate its dependence on having to live to Socialism. This ts Vietnam. retreat, because there exists 

• . . In Cuba, do the conditions 
work, among other means. through automat;on and cybernetics. 

1 
d . f S . 

1
. .. a consciousness in humanity 

that today. now, it is possible 
to live with Communism. 

. . . a rea y exist or oc1a 1smr 
Today, the human bemg with a few fmgers on a control panel N D h . d" 
dominates the economy. .o. o. t e economic con ~-

t1ons exist? No. But the will 

The development of the 
human being is more rapid than 
the progress of the economy, 
than the technical, scientific 
means. than the technology to 
live, to build houses, to pro
cure food and sustenance. 
Distribution was less and there 
came the first social division 
of the human being. From this 
emerged egoism and conserva
ft.m, a II the attributes which 

exists to advance to Socialism. 
All human solidarity _ all is of no importance. Ww mea-

being shows that there is no sure it fro th p · t of · 
Capitalism has not succee- without exception - is a tune- m e om view 

rteason to depend still on na- ded in causing any uprisings tion supporting and sustaining of human relations, just as we 
ure not to have to work in this do not measure v ietnam 

way - today, the human being against the governme.nt . of the 1!1°~ement of progress. through its economic and mili
F idel Castro, and when 1t t11ed lmpenal1sm does not have a can press a button and resolve 

a II the problems of production, 
of existence and of the eco-
nomy. This already exists 
within human consciousness, 
and Engels said: 'In Commu
nism we will return to the pri
mitive period, but with abun

to do this it failed in the Bay single world support, not one ttharyh _imP~rtance b
1
ut fthhrough 

· · . ' ·i t . •t , , . e 1sto11c examp e o uman of Pigs. In the Middle Rast, m s1 en ma1on y. nor any m- d. .t h. h . . 1 · · · 1· · · 'bl · •t , h · h t 1gn1 y. w 1c 1s an essent1a v 1etnam. 1mpe11a ism 1s strong v1s1 e ma1011 y w 1c suppor b f h d 
1 

f . . . . ase or t e eve opment o 
and the peoples are very poor, it. Neither cap1tal1sm nor C . H . C 

· · · 1. A 11 ommumsm. ence, 1n omm 
but the people resist. 1mpena ism. ny sma move- . •t• • d ,. d d . muntsm, a pos1 ion ts e1en e 

ment m the world, even of . ht t th d' R · ht t th 
. . . h"ld f" d th I ng o e en . ig o e In the Soviet Umon, m c 1 ren, m s e we come d 'th 1.f d 

private property generates, dence.' And we add to what 
which develop right up to to- Engels said: 'But with intelli
day under the capitalist regime gence and reason.' 

· I d th i·d 't 'f h "t en means Wt 1 e an every St a I in grad, tile SoV1et peop e an e so 1 an y o uman1 Y• th. 1 V. t d f d d h 
cont ronted the nazis in the Humanity is conscious, it dr:fes m~t· .

1
ehtnatm t,eh en ed tuh-

. . mant y 11g o e en • e 
most magnificent action of not work as a function of eco- f f h d. .t . orms o uman 1gm y. 
history, demonsrratmg the nomic interest but as a func-

What divides human beings 
is not the antagonism between 
human beings one with another 
- of one nation against an
other, of one nationality 
against another - but class 
differences. Already, there is 
a consciousness of this in 
humanity. The immense de
velopment of proletarian soli
darity is now extended into 
human solidarity. It is not 
only proletarian solidarity, it 
is human solidarity. No other 
stage of history has had this 
human solidarity. Vietnam 
exemplifies it. 

The existence of the Wor
kers States, the relation of 
class forces, has stimulated 
the proletariat and, through the 
proletariat, the peasants, the 
petit bourgeoisie, to influence 
the rest of the population, to 
realise that it is possible to 
suppress the antagonism of 
living, struggling, fighting, 
exploiting, to develop esix
tence. 

There is an advance of hu
man consciousness that al
ready accepts that it is neces
sary to change, to suppress 
the life of dependence, of sub
mission to work; not only to 
capitalism but to work. There 
is a rebellion. As Marx said, 
it is the rebellion of the pro
ductive forces expressed 
through the rebellion of the 
producers; and today the human 

.... 2 

We are living a complete historic power of the Workers tion of human dignity. This Do such human relations 
cycle.Already this conscious- State, which was capable of shows the failure of capitalism exist? Yes or no? They exist 
ness exists. The actions of such a decision in the Soviet which, furtively, has to pre- and develop, Humanity is 
solidarity, the rebellions of populati~n. to endure an~ co~- pare the atomic war which aware that Communism is 
humanity against all this exis- ~uer nazism •. In supp~rtmg .it, furtively has to send Kennedy better than capitalism. Still, 

tencf Whl.ch di"ctates the s· trug- 1t prevented 1t from t11umphmg to speak to Brezhnev to keep without achieving economic 
gle to live, to live to struggle, :- if the nazis had triumphed the discussion going, not satisfaction, nor with even a 
to have to dispute in order to it would have been a retreat because at this moment it is reasonable standard of exis
exist and to have to suppress for humanity ot thousands of going to launch the atomic tence, humanity has the con-

• years. The actions of the bomb but because it is the 
h b · · order that sciousness that in a short time one uman emg m · masses of Stalingrad sustained method of imperialism which 

th · 1· H ,. all human needs willbe satis-
ano er can ive. uman n- the level of civilisation and cannot confront directly the 
telligence is already rebelling showed to the world that the Workers States. tied, and it is going to ad-

. st th1"s because this is vance in search of superior 
agatn • most powerful aspect is the 

· t th de elopment of universal relations. Hence agams e v progress of humanity, sustain- There is an important his-
science, of nature and of tech- ed by the proletariat in its toric action of solidarity which the world is ready for Commu-

1 S h backwardness l·s nism. All its forms show that no ogy. uc most essential forms: the Wor- has been expressed with Viet-
antagonistic to the develop- kers State, which is the mater- nam and Bang/a Desh. The it is ready for Communism, 
ment of science, of technology ialisation of Marxism. This support to Vietnam was in- human solidarity, trade union 
and of nature. was the source of progress. portant than to Bang/a Desh. solidarity, political solidarity, 

. Without achieving all the eco- because it was support to a wor~d ~olidarity, hostility to 
The human being in his nomic conditions to satisfy class war against imperialism. cap~tal~sm. It repudiates 

elat,·on w1·th nature and other · t th f · cap1tal1sm • thus the streakers r human needs. the Soviet people agams e arrogance 0 im- . : 
human beings acquires the d S 1. d It d'd perialism against the bombs tn the Umted States, who are defende ta mgra • 1 • • • 
consciousness of this situa- not defend it because it had of imperialism. A people with an expression. of. wantm~ to 
tion. which is his essential . d't· -out means found the most combat the cap1tal1st relat10n-these economic con 1 ions or . 
attribute. Capitalism cannot to live better. but because complete resources to conquer sht~s • . show repugnance for 
have it, because its function d" •t h d . d imperialism And the most cap1tal1st governments. For human .igm y a acquue • 
is not this. Its function is to d d' th t th W complete resources of Vietnam all these reasons we say that the un erstan mg a e or- .. 
suppress the intelligence, to S . . t th was the combination between the cond1t1ons are ready tor kers tate was supe11or o e 
use it only for production and forms of capitalist life. Hence arms, which the Soviets gave Communism. 
competition and war, but not to 'the influence was communica- - and, in part, the Chinese -
develop human relations. On ted to the rest of humanity. and world solidarity. But why What do the. Italian and 
the other hand, fourteen Wor- Th t'll limited economic did countries of Europe _ like French proletanats defend? 
kers States, sixteen Revolu- e s 

1 

1 d a e to hu Sweden which from the point Better conditions of work, of progress a rea y g v - • . . 
tionary s(ates:, the struggle o1 .t th 0 ciousness that of view of capitalist exploita- wages, better fights tn the 

. d h mam y e c ns . Y B 't . t the trade umons an t e power it could live and advance tion, from their social point of facto11es? es. ut ' is no 
-fut workers' movements without limit. The base which view, would be against Viet- their principal motive. The 
throughout the world are de- generated this confidence is nam _ support it? This is to essential cause for which the 
veloping through the 1aggress- the proletariat. The Commu- foment in Sweden an uprising, French and Italian proletariats 
ive and violent pers tasion ~f nist parties, and in part the a class consciousness against struggle in advancing towards 
the class struggle, so that it Socialist parties, but essenti- Swedish capitalism. Never- the taking of power or the 
is possible to s~ppr~ss the ally the workers States show theless. the Swedish govern- Continued on page 4 
system of antagomsm m order the material forms of progress. ment had to do it with Chile. 
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Sakharov, the USSR and Socialism. J. Posadas. 

The release of Sakharov without discussion by the Soviet leadership is not a good exaaple of 
aarxist method, The bureaucracy still resists thorough political discussion and the article of 
Posadas discusses the origins of such people as Sakharov and their penchant for a pluralism alien 
to the Workers State, 

Sakharov demands freed om of op in ion. For what purpose? What 
is freedom? Is it the individual resolution to do whatever it wants? 
Or the need to do what impels the convenience, the well being and 
the interests of the majority of the population? Sakharov demands 
the freedom of opinion and of word, but there is no condemnation of 
Yankee imperialism which kills and assassinates in Africa, Asia 
and Latin America. Then what freedom is Sakharov asking for? 
Freedom of opinion, and for what? 

When he asks for freedom of leadership. 
opinion it is necessary to be 

tarily for the war, it is because 
imperialism has arms to attack 
the Workers State - otherwise 
there would be no reason for arms 
in the Workers State, they would 
not be needed. 

A decisive proof is that the 
USSR made no invasion of Czech
oslovakia in 1968. Invasion 
means the submission of a country 
to subjugate it or exploit it. 
And what exploitation does the 
USSR ma~e in Czechoslovakia? 
None. Economically, in fact, it 
can be said to lose money. The 
intervention of Soviet troops in 
C zechos I ova kia was a bureau= 
cratic act, but not reactionary. 
The method is reactionary, but 
not the end. Hence we define 
the method as reactionary, but 
for a non-counter-revolutionary 
objective. 

based upon the nature of the These sectors also express 
USSR. The USSR is a Workers themselves in literature and are 
State which, from an enormous a great number. They are not 
backwardness with 80% of the secondary types, but represent 
population illiterate, did not have leading apparatuses who have the 
anything to eat. Today, in the pretention of utilising the Wor
Soviet Union, there are no illiter- kers State and statified property, 
ates, everybody eats, and there is for private ends - that is to say, 
no unemployment. There is not a to function as a new social class. 
single worker who is opposed to They are sectors who feel them
the economic support which the selves to be closer to capitalism 
USSR brings to Vietnam and to than to the Workers State. Like 
the revolution in the world. The the writers, the intellectuals who 
Soviet workers do not protest do not depend on production thus 
against this help. Why is this? have a certain independence, 
And what is this? Freedom or including the interest of private' Capitalism has already shown 
not? Is this oppression? What property. Thus, they can speak in the world that it cannot give 
does Sakharov have to say about of freedom and of democracy. more progress. But Socialism 
this? He asks for 'freedom, showed through statified property, 
plurality in Socialism'. What is People measure the Soviet centralised planning of the 
this plurality, this freedom of Union not through the bureaucracy economy, its historic superiority, 
opinion? For what purpose? If but through the function of the decisive in relation to the capi
he wants freedom of economic Soviet Union. Thus it under- talist system. All this, in spite 
orientation and political orienta- stands that the bureaucracy is of the fact that a bureaucracy 
tion we are not in agreement. not an historic impediment but a exists in the Workers States 
We want statlfied property, plan- transitory obstacle which is going which impedes a bwtter progress 
ned production, and foreign com- to be overcome. These dissident of the same. In the USSR Stalin 
merce monopolised by the state. sectors do not discuss comparing was liquidated and the USSR has 
From there stems liberty. We social regimes, but they want p.rogressed enormously, and has 
propose bases of progress for a 11 a no the r society which is not the developed. But the capita list 
the population. Freedom begins Workers State. There are many States have liquidated a president 
there. things to correct in the Workers and the same crisis of the capi-

In his demand for 'freedom of 
opinion' he does not speak of 
freedom of the Yankee assassins 
who have massacred in Vietnam. 
He does not speak of the 'free
dom' of oppression which exists 
in the United States where money 
is the cause of oppression. 

State, but what things? The talist regime continues. 
Workers State, statified property 
or the political leadership of the 
Workers State? It is the politica I 
leadership which it is necessary 
to correct. 

Plurality. 

We are not in agreement with 
introducing plurality into the 

The discussion which Sakharov Workers State which is what the 
and Solzhenistsen are making dissidents intend. We are for 
show the very deep power of the plurality of opinion for the pro
bureaucracy which succeeded in gress of the Socialist revolution, 
having representatives in sc ie nee, of Socia list ideas. The plurality 
literature and art which were the which comes from capitalism is 
sectors who painted cubism and to make capitalism participate to 
surrealism*. Life is d ia ph onous. a void the adva nee of Socia !ism. 
Vietnam and the struggle of the When they demand this plurality 
masses of the world show that it is because they do not want 
the painter has motives of dia- Socialism to advance. The de
phonous inspiration. But the velopment of society can only be 
lucubration w~ich is surrealism done by advancing against capi
and cubism snows a form of talism. The Soviet leadership 

does not combat these dissident 
sectors with more important mea
sures and, above all, with ideas 

We propose a public discussion 
open and able to liquidate the 
bureaucracy. This is the plurality 
which we want. The plurality 
which Sakharov asks for, like the 
Italian Communist Party, is not 
the plurality to advance in Com
m unist measures but to permit 
co-existence of ideas, thoughts 
and capitalist programmes. But 
none of these dissidents has a 
perspective, nor importance. 
Solzhenitsen lasted six months, 
got some cash, and then no one 
listens any more. The same thing 
will happen with Sakharov. He 
writes of 'the concentration 
camps'. Now these camps no 
longer exist, nor torture in the 
USSR. This is what goes on 
under capitalism. In the Workers 
State, on the other hand, there is 
an economic, social and scientific 
development which allows people 
to live in freedom. 

thinking far from life.. Human 
relations do not show, do not 
orient to cubism or surrealism. It 
is a disintegration, a dehumani
sation, a partialisation of the 

'human being. 

because they are bureaucrats. J. POSADAS 
They have advanced, but very 

12.10.75 

Painting, on the contrary, must 
show the unity which exists 
between human will of progress 
and ideas united to the popu la
tion. When these painters ab
stract themselves it is because 
they represent layers by-passed 
by history, who represent the 

power of small groups, who aspire 
to forms of power. They are the 
result of Stalinism and of the 
absence of a world political 

limitedly. But we propose that a 
public discussion is made of why 
Sakharov exists, what freedom 
Sakharov wants, what freedom he The Cubist and Surrealist move
wants and what plurality? He ments were expressions of the crisis 
asks for a plurality which affirms! in art through the decomposition of 
private interest, private property capitalist society. Some of these 
and, as a result, re-animates/ artists were anti-capitalist but con
capita list power - war. fused. Their use by the dissidents 

of the Soviet Union arises from a 
Capitalism is war, Socialism different situation, that is, to 

is peace, said Lenin. And if the develop interests· against the Wor
U SSR has to prepare Use If m iii- kers State. 

BLACK SECTIONS - OR THE RIGHT OF TENDENCY IN THE LABOUR 
PARTY 

The recent. crisis over Slack Sections in the Labour 
Party and the subsequent silencing of the matter by the 
NEC (under the pretext that all had to submit to the 
electoral campaign), show all the limitations of the 
bourgeois struct.ure of the Party, but also al 1 the 
limitations of the Left, The construction of Socialism 
wi 11 demand from the workers' Party that it allows the 
right of tendency, for the overthrow of the capitalist 
class, 

rt is true that the Labour Party functions at the 
present moment very much like capitalist society, and that 
it has all the attitudes of the bourgeoisie, In it, the 
Black people are treated with a1·rogance and contempt. and 
this is well shown in the case of Sharon Aitkens who was 
peremptorily replaced as a Labour candidate for 
Nottingham, by t.r1e NEC, But this contempt by the 
leadership was not just directed against Aitkens, but also 
against. those who chose her, So, the problem the Black 
people are having in t.he Party is shared by a good many 
others, For example, had the miners received the support 
of t,he Labour Party leadership and the TIJC 1 they would 
have won the strike, The miners have at least as much to 
complain about - if not more indeed - than the Black 
people in the Party, 

The construction of socialism demands the overthrow of 
Hu: capit.alist systerr1, the imposition of state-owne1'ship 
and t.t·1e planning of production against the sabotage and 
counter-revolution of the capitalist class, For this 
task, the party representing the workers will need to 
unite Black and White, The transformatii:im c•f society is 
not a questi•Jn of race, sex or age, There can be no 
Youth, Feminine or Black socialism, 

Black sections are an attempt at finding solutions 
within the actual strur.ture of the Labour Party 

1 
creating 

the illusion that if only there can be a Black MP, he or 
she will be able to look aft.er the Black people, It is 
another version of the old social-democratic vision that 
the workers wi 11 have power if only they have a majority 
of MPs, However, as the structure of the Party i-s built 
for the purpose of l'eforming capitalism, all those who 
reach parliament are drawn into this function, This 
applies to the Black people as well as to the Whites, Jn 
the Labour Party this has the ef fi:ct of drawing Black 
people into the Labour apparatus, where they end up 
furthering their own sectional ends, 

n is the experience of all 'sect.ions·· in the Party 1 

that they have been unable to tl'ansfonn the Party, They 
have been drawn into trie appal'atus bee a use to combat it, 
they would have nee•:.ied to construct a Left with the rest 
of t.he Party and the proletariat, Thus sections develop 
currents of careerists, and the 111hole question of class 
and anti-capitalist struggle is eluded, The solution is 
clearly, to struggle against capitalism, impose state 
ownership against private property, and the divisions and 
exploitation it produces, 

For the transforniation of society 1 the Party wi 1l have 
to allow the widest internal debate regarding how to make 
socialism, In the handling of Sharon Aitkens, and the 
crushing of the question of Black section, like in so many 
other instances, it is clear that any advance in the party 
will have to be made against the leadership, The left. 
111ill need to impose the democratic right to a prcignmme 
and ideas, the right to discuss openly the anti-capitalist 
struggle and to publish, Each of those things will have 
to be imposed against the present structure and 
leadership, It. would be mori: helpful for the left. to 
criticise the utter lack of democracy in the Labour Party, 
than to criticise such a lack in the Soviet Union, Far in 
the Soviet Union, there is infinitely more democracy than 
'in t.t'11: Labour Party, What. is more 1 the Soviet Union has 
applied the programme of nationalisation and planning of 
the economy which the Labour Party wishes for, but never 
could impose against capitalism, in its present state, 
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advance towards power, is the 

defence of human dignity. 
One of the essential problems 
which the proletariat of the 
world defend is human dignity. 
now expressed in work. And 
why does it defend human dig
nity in work? Why does it not 
defend its economic interests? 
The peasants of the world -
who were previously avaricious 
to progress within the capi
talist system, avaricious tor 
the land - saw the future of 
theiK life in the land, the land 
was their life. Now their life 
is not devoted to the land. 
Today, the peasants' life is 
superior to one of being de
pendent on production and 
commerce. On a world-wide 
scale, the peasant is no longer 
avaricious for land. He wants 
to live, and feels that there 
a.re more secure forms than the 
tenancy of the land, to subsist 
and to live and to reproduce, 
that there are superior human 
relations based on superior 
regimes of property and pro-

duction. Hence, world capita
lism has failed in wanting to 

develop peasant movements 
against the revolutionary move 
-ments. It has totally failed. 

These are all the condi
tions to show that humanity 
accepts. understands, desires 
and lives for Communism. It 
does not accept it in a pro
grammatic form. That it does 
not accept it and sti II votes 
for bourgeois parties is true; 
but only because the Commu
nist parties do not show them
selves as the representatives 
of this process. Then the 
petit bourgeois masses, the 
peasant sectors, sectors very, 
very far from the proletariat, 
or people who live for work; 
even in France and in Italy 
do not accept, or still seek 
individual solutions. But they 
are small circles and the im
mense majority of humanity 
which is exploited seeks col
lective solutions in al I the 
problems of existence. This 
is expressed in the trade union 
struggles, in this unity in 

France now, ~e shown 
in the great movements which 
attract the rest of the popu
lation. 

There is a sentiment of joy 
in humanity, an uninterrupted 
joy, which the symphonies of 
Beethoven are insufficient to 
express. The choir of the 9th 

is hardly an outline 
which exists. It is 

necessary to incorporate the 
triumph of Vietnam. the joy of 
humanity. in feeling that it 
can resolve all the problems 
of existence. humanity 
is joyful because it feels that 
it can resolve a II the problems 
of existence; not that it has 
resolved all of them, but that 
it can resolve all of them. It 
does not have in front of it 
the darkness, the obscurity of 
ignorance; it has clarity, the 
transparent sentiments that we 
can resolve we can 
do everything! and we will do 
everything! humanity 
is apt for Communism! 

J. POSADAS 15th May 1974 

Changes in the Soviet Union and the need 
public political discussion. 

r a deeper 

In the complex process of extreme menace of the Greman 
perestroke Jt is necessary to 
judge its positive and negative 
features. In so far as it is poss
ible to judge at this moment, it is 
important to be based on the fact 
that there is a liquidation of de
linquent sectors of the bureau
cracy who weigh on the productive 
process and impede the centrali
sation of the Workers State in 
confrontation with imperialism. 
The centralising role of COME
CON is also being extended. 

invasion, to make peace which 
involved great losses of terri
tory because the Workers State 
was isolated. beset with immense 
problems. and it was necessary 
to await revolutionary develop
ments in the West. This is not 
the case now. and to try to deve
lop this premise in present con
ditions is ab5Jl1rd, and. does not 
give any idea of the power and 
force of the Workers St ate. 

music? Excessive 
with fashion - is that part of the 
Workers State? it is not: it 
is of the concerns 
of the consumerist culture of dis
integrating capitalism which sub
stitutes concern with commodities 
for concern with social relations. 

Let us have glasnost on cul-
It is not for 

in the Workers 
State to have their fashion shows 
when per cent ot the Mozam-

The objective necessities of biq.ui/J economy is being destroyed 
On the other hand, there are the Workers State do require the by the South African fascists. 

features which show an incorrect maximum of internal democracy. 
appreciation of the world situation They require the trade unions to Nor does NFc.P apply to 
- leading to a phenomenon which intervene on all matters of pro- nistan! There, eighty per cent of 
can onlvJ·j)e regarded as retro- duction, including the management the economy is still in private 
grade 'NEP'ism. This has been of the plant. In relation to the hands. Shame on you, Soviet 
shown in the weight given to election of managers. the Workers comrades! The Red did not 
small enterprises in the services State can facilitate also rotation enter Afghanistan and young men 
sector, the tact that the agri- systems so that the maximum ex- lose their lives to allow concili
cultural situation has not been perience is gained by all workers ation with private business. 
rectified in a firmly collective in the functioning of the plant. The most positive aspects of 
way. and also in the idess of glasnost must but it is 
joint enterprises with foreign Soviet comrades. the most im- necessary to extend the political 
capital, whereby foreign capita- portant experience of Brest discussion and not stay in a pre
lism in such enterprises can make Litovsk was the ability of the vious epoch which does not 
profits from Workers States in Bolshevik team to discuss their correspond to now and leads to 
exchange for investments etc. differences and ;-each a ccmciu- incorrect conclusions, If we are 
This is still ultimately controllec sion. In the midst of great crises to have glasnost on the past -
by the state monopoly of foreign there was a vigorous unconcealed open the archives on the left 
trade and state planning, but political life! This must exist opposition, on Stalin and the 
nonetheless is a concession to now. Glasnost and perestroika assassination of revolutionaries 
capitalism. must incorporate this! It is ab- in the USSR, Spain and else-

surd, Soviet comrades, to have 
secret ballots in the Communist 
Party! Imagine Lenin with secret 
ballots! Yes. let us have glas
nost in the Party, with open dis
cussion including with the popul
ation, Glasnost over the testament 
of Lenin. PUBLICLY, If we are 
to discuss the purges, let us have 
the reasons, not just a catalogue 
of the terror. If there is cleansing 
of the bureaucracy. let us see how 
it got there in the first pface

1
, 

where. 

From page l 
masses, we are aware that their confidence is based on a 
favourable world balance of forces which is made more 
favourable by the advance, in the Soviet Union, of the 
process designed to weaken the bureaucracy, 

This world balance of forces created conditions for 
a Labour victory in the recent British general election, 
But the Labour leadership had no interest in exploiting 
this, What the Labour apparatus wanted \lll'l!ii government 
with a small majority so that they it. \llould not have 
been forced to take any anti-capitalist measures, or 
a"hung" parliament and the possibility of same deal with 
the Alliance, What it got 111as a severe defeat in 
parliamentary terms, Labour's whole campaign was 
designed not to attract support from elements outside of 
the traditional 111orking class base of the party and the 
Labour support who usually abstain, Issues like the 
dumping of radio-active waste which would have attracted 
even some Conservative voters were ignored, Even 
somebody like Enoch Po111ell put forward a better 
"defense" policy than Liibour and pointed out that 
Britain was not threatened by the Soviet Union, All the 
population got from Labour was vague humanitarian 
sentiments with soft music, Kinnock made it quite clear 
that anyway he would renege on Labour's policy of 
unilateral m..1clear diarmament and removing the yankee 
bases, if he were elected, The German SPO acted in much 
the same way in Hessen when they broke with the Greens 
over the nuclear issue - and lost the election, Kinnock 
said nothing when Thatcher public&lly proposed that the 
military chiefs of staff should rebel against a Labour 
government. This was actually an invitation to some kind 
of military coup and a threat against Labour, and the 
majority of the population who want the yankee bases 
out, And Kinnock had nothing to say! The trade union 
leadership was tot.ally absent during the campaign when 
t.hey should have been repreliienting the intii:ritsts of the 
working class, 

Labour'• electoral defeat ii a blow at the whole 
rot ten apparatus of the Labour movement and at all the 
bourgeois parliamentary illusions it fosters as a means 
of defending capitalism, There is now a very high 
awareness amongst the population at large, that 
elections under c:api talism are generally a swindle and 
p1rticu!1rly in thie country, Who can avoid this 
conclusion when Thatcher receives a minority of the 
votes and a majority in parliament ? 

Both Teachers and the Civil Servants gave the 
election its true value by continuing their industrial 
action. And they will not sYbmit naw. The Labour left 
will take confidence from these struggle and from the 
fact that the Left Labour candidate did quite well in 
the election with a s111ing to Labour 1 in places like 
Coventry, Liverpool, Manchester, the whole of Scotland 
and Wales, whilst the did badly and this includes 
the SOP who are, after all, the labour right outside 
the party, Also a third Thatcher government is going to 
do nothing to prevent the deepening of the economic 
crisis British capitalism faces or the explosion of 
inflation 111hich will surely fallow the amount of money 
generated by financial speculation and arms expenditure. 

The Labour left has now to open the widest possible 
discussion with the population an the nature af 
parlianentary democracy and elecoral swindle, It has to 
dicuss and propose a programme for the transformation of 
societ.y based on mobilisations of the population outside 
of the par liamenbry arena. Above all it has to free 
itself from the domination of the Labour apparatus and 
ta form itself into a consistent tendency, It has ta 
impose the right of tendency in the Labour party, the 
right to organise around prograrame, policy and ideas, 
and the right to publish, The apparatus is already 
preparing measures to contain the left and this can only 
be defeated by functioning independent of the apparatus, 
In the end the advance of the Labour left is dependent 
on its adopting the ma rx is t method and basing i tse 1f 
more fully on the centre 111hich determines human progress 

;at this stage in history, the Soviet Union, 
20th June 1987 

From page 1 and campaign to include the 

This tactic, which is clearly 
linked to the diplomatic offensive 
of the Workers State towards im
perialism, is based on false pre
mises. NEP was a special tactic 
of Lenin and the Bolshevik Party 
after the rigours of war Commu
nism, when it was essential to 
stimulate the economy with pri
vate initiatives, when the Workers 
State was very isolated, and when 
it was worthwhile, indeed essen
tial. to gain access to Western 
trade and advice to develop the 
economy. Moreover, it is quite 
absurd to discuss Brest Litovsk 
in the way it is being discussed. 
Lenin was correct, in front of the 

There is much talk 
about new thinking and avoiding 
the horrors of nuclear war. But 
everywhere imperialism is active 
in confronting the Workers State. 
Even it there were any pseudo
comcession over nuclear arms, 
imperialism is preparing new 
changes in military technology to 
confront the Soviets. This is the 
nature of the system. The final 
encounter began in 1945 when the 

Finally, on tile c.uJtuial front imperialists dropped bombs on It is not parliament that decides, abolition of the monarchy in 
let us have a discussson of what Dresden and cm Nagasaki, and It could have gained some elec- Labour's programme, as an 
is necessary for culture at this when Yankee troops crossed into toral support by so doing, The essential step on the road to 

stage. Whatsortoffilm is neces- Germany to prepare, as Patton Labour left really has to demon- Socialism. 

sary for the Workers State? Does said, to deal with the next enemy strate against the coup and in 
the Workers State require pop the Soviets. support of the F ifian masses, 
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Editorial 

THE LABOUR LEFT MUST 

INTERVENE DIRECTLY TO 

THE POPULATION ON THE 

PROGRAMME OF 

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

The continued imperialist intervention in the gu If is aimed at 
intimidating the anti-imperialist forces in Iran and also to test the 
reaction of the Soviet Union. But this type of tactic has already 
shown its !imitations in the Libyan and Lebanese experience. There 
the Yanks bombed Libya and there was no reaction from the Soviets. 
Even so, the Yanks cannot get anywhere because there is no means 
by which the Soviet leadership can make any historic concessions 
to imperialism. Thus, the latter is doomed to1u~peat its policies 
without being able to achieve the objectives of imtimidating the 
Workers States; or blocking the world revolutionary process. Wein
berger personally dire.cts the Yankee campaign in the Gulf but has 
achieved nothing new. The element that is limiting the response· to 
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Yankee aggression ·is the lack of a ~lobal revolutionary policy on~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
the part of the Soviet leadership. 

The Iranian missile which hit 
the Yankee pr1otec te'd vessel 

symbolises the contempt of the 

THE CAPITALIST WAR AGAINST 
THE POPULATION. 

arms. So much for the 'British careerists, there is no conception It is the lack of perspective1-of 
road'• 'moderation' etc. The only in it of organising systematic the Labour left which gives rise 
Otopian perspective for the appa- mass campaigns against capita- to scepticism . The 
ratus is that possibly in two list policies. Thatcher presidential style is In Brita in, the whole tenor of 

the policy of capitalism is the 
open affirmation of the civil war 

s.pea~s of an im.mense. reconstruc- against the population. The cam-

world masses for imp.eria lism. 

When Gorbachev 
milllon years there might be the mere facade. Socially, the sys-
timid suggestion that Socialism tern is feeble and gives no per-

t1on rn the Soviet Un ion, an.ct th~t pa ign to implement privatisation, 
a f.orm of peac.ef~ I revo.lut1on 1s the pretence that education is 
taking place, this 1s partially true. going to be transformed by 
Clearly the structure of the Wor- parents' 'choice', the steady cte
ker~ State and t.he pressure of the terioration of the hos pita 1 service 
Soviet people ~1c~ate funda~ental are stages in the class war which 
c.ha~ges, but !t. is one ~hing. to are changing the social and poli
!1q.u1date Stalinist function.an.es tical scene in Britain, and pre
rt 1s another to.develop Soc1al1st paring the way for the down 
democracy to its most eleva.ted -fall of the conceptions of the 
teye.1. Gorbaehev s~eaks of.price trade union bureaucracy and the 

could be talked about. But not spective. It is the incapacitv. of 
for two million years, becat•se the workers' leaderships which 
the electorate might be frightened Imperialism is preoccupied gives capitalism a certain margin 
by such criminal audacity. Even with uniting its forces to confront for manoeuvre. If the Labour left 
so, the Labour Party still have a the Soviet Union. They would cannot look at the world process 
programme of nuc tear disarmament like to take advantage of the and the progressive role of the 
with strong left support for this, crisis of the bureaucracy in the Soviet Union, naturally it has no 
and that is a major plank against Workers States, but cannot. More- orientation. It is true that much 
the. capitalist system. over, in reality, despite every depends on a clarification and 

effort to harmonise the economies elevation in the Soviet leadership. 
of capitalism, its whole world 

artsin
1
g from these .economic r.e- Labour Party apparatus. The 

forms , but why sho~ld t.he Soviet strength of British imperialism, The Labour Party Conference 
masses pay for P.rt~e increases the respect for the capitalist sys- was not a source· of ideas because 
when ther~ are priv1!e~ed layers tern, lay in the sense of con- t~e left lacks homogeneity and 
who benefit from su?h rise~? Was sensus that the monarchy and partly shares the pessimism and 
there a consult~t1on with the parliament would symbolise a disorientation of the conservative 
masses about this? No, th.ere union of the country, 'nation' layers in the apparatus and in the 
was .noL Nor was there a dis- above 'class'. All this is being unions. This is despite the fact 

structure is very precarious. The 
dollar has to be ·sustained by 
wholesale buying of dollars or 
else interest rates rise in the 
United States, causing furth.er 
imbalance in the world economy. 

cuss1on about Sakharov_. We systematically destroyed and the that the forces of the left gained 
sup~o~t all the .effor~s to iunk the incapacity of imperialism and much in the elections, and there The economic boom in Britain, 
St?lrni~t functio~aries, but the capitafism to make reforms, to is an objective basis in the popu- about which capitalism speaks, 
prime ~ssue facing the W?rkers better the life of the population, lation to conduct debate about the has no great depth - unemploy
St~t~s is not the au~mentatio~ of is ever clearer. Such a period is need for a Workers State in Bri- ment is in reality whatever the 
privilege, but their reduction. not one for the pessimistic moan- tain. The line of the leadership contortions of the government 

ing of the trade union functionar- to discuss all aspects of Labour.well over three million and that 
ies and the Labour Party appara- Party policy and programme is, comes from capita list' sources. 

The strength of the Workers St1ates tus, who are responsible for the in reality, the apparatus turning Part-time, ill-paid employment 
is based on centralised planning, passivity in front of capitalism in on itself and not organising is on the increase. Yes part of 
with a decentralised application which has allowed the latter to resistance to the policies of the the economy does well fo; some_ 
on a collective basis, not the impose its decisions. Any dis- government. As the Labour Party the rich and wealthy sectors of 
separation of factory units in cussion which ignores the utter is an electoral machine which the petit bourgeoisie - but that 
competition.. The appearance of bankruptcy of the social demo- offers time and money for political is a 11. 
these economic 'reforms' limits cratic and parliamentary concep-
the international function of the tions of social progress will not 
Soviet Union. There will certain- get very far. After all the con-

There has to be much more em
phasis there on the intervention 
of the Workers States to help the 
world revolutionary process, to 
intervene much more - for ex
ample, towards Mozambique and 
Afghanistan - less on spreading 
illusions on negotiations with 
capitalism, and a more profound 
effort to reduce social differenti
ation in the Workers States. But, 

even without this immediately 
occurring, it is necessary that the 
Labour left reconsiders the whole 
history of so le ly e lectora I politics 
and why this limits the discussion 
of ideas and the direct inter
vention of the popu la ti on. 

16.10.87 

ly be crises, but they will not be ciliators with capitaiism h·ave 
of the Workers Svate; they will be had a very long innings and have 
crises of leadership. The com- been great organisers of defeats. 
parison with the NEP in the early 
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stages of the Soviet Union is a 
retrograde discussion. Even so, 
the factor which will determine 
the future coutse of the Workers 
States will not be backward steps 
but the discussion which has 
b~en opened on the origins of 
Stalinism. Of its nature, the 
Workers States have to be Trot
s ky ist, have to;' be Posadist. 

They have been in government on 
many occasions, but the result of 
a II the great effort of consensus, 
'realism', controlling the left, 
'acting responsibly', and obsess
ion with elections and 'not frigh
tening people' is now Thatcher 
with privatisation and nuclear 
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H LIVING THOUGHT OF TROTSKY. J. Posadas. 11.1. 79. 

The process in the Soviet Union is only partially defined by 'glasnost' or 
perestroika'. But when discussion breaks out about Trotsky and different 

levels are discernable in this distHJssion and sectors seek to contain and dis
tort it, it is because the process in the Soviet Union far outstrips the leader
ship. 

v.1. Lenin: constructor of the Party and 

organiser of the 1911 Revolution. 

The living thought of Trotsky is the theoretical elaboration which 
teaches how ,o interpret the process of history. The essential 
bases of these analyses of the Soviet Union until his assassination 
In HMO are no longer valid today. The historic moment, the re/.ation 
of class forces and of world forces between the Workers States 
(Socialist countries) and capitalism are different from the epoch of 
Trotsky but the essential instrument - that is, the Marxist analysis 
and dialectical materialism to interpret the course of history -
continues to be valid. 

The analysis of Trotsky answers to the necessity of preparing 
the world proletarian vanguard, the intellectuals, the scientists, 
the leaders of the Communist and Socialist parties and the trade 
unions, to offer to them the instruments to understand the elements 
which intervene in the process of history, the class struggle. the 
internal struggle of the bourgeoisie, and the relation of the Soviet 
Union - the only Workers State then existing - with the rest of the 
capitalist world. 

they relate to its nature - and 
these, however much its economic 
power, also Increases. 

The present conditions are not 
those of the epoch of Trotsky, 
but the class struggle is the same 
and has grown to become the 
final encounter. Before, there 
existed a single Workers State 
contontfng the capitalist system, 
which even then was incapable. of 
destroying It. Today, on the 
other hand, a series of Workers 
States are opposed to it, and 
around them is gathered the con
stant progress of the countries of 
the 'third world', of A frfoa, of 
Asia and of Latin America: capi
talist countries which set out from 
the acquisition of a relation of 
forces more favourable to the 
elimination of capitalism, besides 

for the war which is 
threatening. Such an aspect was 
not·then present. while today it is. 

From this arises the fact that, 
while the class principles are 
historic and maintain their vali
dity. the relation of forces are 
changed. and with these the pro-
gramme and the tactic; the pro- L. Trotsky: .Organiser with Lenin of the 
gramme to develop is changed 

October Revolution and the theoretical work of Marxism. organically, although the objec-
tive remains of overthrowing the 

capitalist regime. As a result 
one of the programmatic points 
proposed by Trotsky has changed, 
that is to say, the political 

revolution. 

Today, the political revolution 
does not proceed in the way 
Trotsky proposed at the moment 
when the Soviet Union was iso
lated and on the point of succum
bing to Stalin; but in developing 
and extending the USSR and the 

it is not a question so much of push forward - would be a great 
conducting a particular struggle example for the masses of the 
against this, as of opening a United States. 

direct stru~gle not only against It is necessary to see that the 
the capitalist syster;i but also to Soviet Union and the Workers 
strengthen the weight and the States turn to the masses of the 
participation of the masses, dem- United States, of Japan and capi

ocratlsing the political revolu- ta list Germany, in such a way that 
tionary life in the Workers States these can take account of the 
so that distribution may be more cultural fife and of the develop
equable in them, with the system ment of the cultural relations of 
'from each according to his the soviet masses, who participate 

ability, to each according to his and lead, express ideas and or
Workers States. The Soviet Union needs', as it has been already ganise meetings. The workers 
supports with force the progress discussed but not yet approved State would aoq .uire thus a great 
of the countries of the whole in the Soviet Union. Today, authority over the masses of the 
world, certainly in an unequal the problem of the political revo- capitalist countries, creating the 
way but it is in this way that the lution must be posed in another conditions for the intervention in 
political revolution is realised. way. It is not a question anymore the United States of the anti-

so much of the political revolu- capitalist masses. 
The analysis then undertaken by Trotsky has been changed today Such a form does not negate, tion but of the development of . . Ii 

precisely because the relation of forces has changed, but the ele- d t" S . t ditions of Trotsky wrote to matntatn a ve 
but on the contrary favours the emoora 10 ov1e con . . •. the sense the J'deas that the 

ments and the class bases are those present in his time, established struggle for democratic principles the increase in the parltc1pat10n ' . f 
l·n a different relation as regards the balance of forces, the specific . , Workers State ls a necessity o 

against the bureaucracy, and of the trade un10ns,of the workers d th 
weight of each capitalist country or of the system as a whole. Above links it to the necessity of the centres, and of the population in history. He inte;rete de e;r~~s 
all, this is through theweight acquired by the socialist countries and Workers States conflicting with the political, cultural and scien- of .t~e !Wor~~rs /a;; l~n not a: 
by the Revolutionary States, which together constitute half of the capitalism; that is, a struggle title life of the country. In all :u;~:du~t ~; ~~~l~'s :a~:~e ~ut of 
world population. not so much on the economic and c ultura/ plane b t h w k St t th t have 

, e ween the two systems. It is an t e or ers a es ey mus his political leadership. He im-
as on the social, since they represent the progress and the cont/nu- omic pot1·t1'oal 1·uridical and · · th t d I 

econ • • meetings tn e ra e un on parted thus a teaching and edu-ous ascent of history towards the liberation from any form of · telleotual struggle 1·oined to th f t · th 
in • centres, . e. ac ones, on . e cated the proletarian vanguard 

oppression. the war which imperialism is in- world s1tuat1on, on the anti- in the Communist parties and the 
Trotsky wrote with this per- cratic' states to perpetuate the cessantly preparing against the capitalis_t struggle, on the support trade unions, and in the intellec

spective. He did not intend to system itself. This war had the Workers States. This is another to ~he process of the world revo- tuaf vanguard, to make a dlstino-
elaborate a text which might be objective of resolving the internal aspect which did not exist in the lut1on, and to the struggle of the h W k Stat 

tion between t e or ers e valid as an immutable timeless differences and divergences of epoch of Trotsky. masses in Asia, Africa and Latin 
and its leadership. programme, but an immediate the capitalist system; but it also America; on the necessity besides 

proposition which answered to the was an attempt to annul and to The bureaucracy continues to tor a greater cultural and scien- d 
. . . . Trotsky indicate as a perma-necessity of history in the phase crush the Soviet Workers State. be an apparatus, but Stalinism no tific part1c1pat1on of the masses 

/ 
t 

· th 1 b t' f th nent. element, a necessary e emen. of the transition of the construe- The fact that capitalism was not longer exists. It has been con- in e ea ora ion o e pro-
. d h in history, the structure of the 

tion of the Workers State in the capable of coming to an agree- quered by the progress of the gramme and p~l1cy, an on t. e Workers State as a factor of deve-
encounter with the capitalist ment to crush the Soviet Union struggle of the masses of the need to equalise the wages with 

lopment, showing that the oentra
countrles through the war which and resolve its internal contra- world. It is stiff active, but is the principle 'to each according lised planning of the economy 
was unleashed by cap/tafisni, dictions and divergences shows progressively losing its force and to his needs'; the application of 
through the nazis and the 'demo- that these are insoluble, since capacity of control. Henceforth, which - developing an economic Continued on page 4 
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ON THE 70th ANNIVERSARY OF E OCTOBER REVOLUTION, 

CPSU AND THE SOVIET PROLETARIAT MUST INTERVENE 
WITH ALL THEIR STRENGTH TO DEVELOP COMMUNIST 
DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKERS STATES. 

ture of the Workers State will 
expel any such sectors. 

The Soviet leadership knows 
there wUI be trouble, and hence 
Gorbachev insists on the fact that 
the Workers State re ta ins a II its 
Socialist objectives and L igachev 
also repeats that there will be no 
market economy. They say this 
because in reality there are sec

throughout the world. The crisis 
in the internal functioning of the 
bureaucracy has meant, in part, 
a turning away from the need to 
impel the world revolution by all 
possible means. Even so, the 
balance of forces between im
perialism and the Workers States 
does not allow concessions to 
imperialism. 

On this seventieth anniversary of the October Revolution more 
and more the Soviet Union is the centre of attention of the world 
masses who find in it their point of concentration in the class 
struggle against what remains of imperialism and capitalism. In 
spite of all the diplomatic manoeuvres and talks etc., humanity con
stantly lives in the margins of the final encounter between the 
forces of human progress and the drtgs of imperialism. No sooner 
have the diplomats announced an agreement over medium range 
missiles - covering only three per cent of the said missiles - than 
the Pentagon a11111:n111ces they are making great strides with SDI. 
What tile negotiations have established is that imperialism is 
socially senile, has no strength, and has to act ucording to the 
initiatives of the Workers State. 

The centralised planning, monopoly of foreign trade and the ex
propriation of private property is the central appeal of the Workers 
States to humanity, and nothing can destroy this e xperiuce -
including nuclear war. The October Revolution set the historic 
example for the future of mankind. It announced the death-knell of 
private property. A II the fa sc is ts, the pompous conservativr scholars 
who for years projected the end of Communism are all being swept 
into the bin of history, where they join tile slave-owners, land the 

kers State. Decentralisation, 
i.e. initiatives to tile masses to 
apply the decisions of the centre 
is genuine Socialism. Putting one 
factorf agaihst another warps the 
economy and leads to greater 
differentiation among the popula
tion. Some have argued in the 
Soviet Union: 'Well, we are short 
of labour\ So factory closures 
will merely mean redistribuUng 
the labour force." But, as usual, 
tile 'successful' factories will 
receive higher remuneration, and 
the 'failures' will earn far less. 
These arguments do not corres
pond to Communist principles -
on the contrary, as Posadas 
argues in the article on Po1111mar
iev, it is necessary te>- reduce 
differentiation in the Workers 
State. 

tors who would like to terminate At the same time, the process 
with Socialism. Indeed, some of of partial regeneration passes be
the articles that have appeared in yond the control of the Party lea
the Soviet journals are a disgrace. dershlp. The Soviet proletariat 
people saying, 'Well now the wor- prepares to re-enter the historic 
kers can decide in the factories, stage, and the discussion over 
so if that factory fails then it is Stalin affects the Soviet intellec
their responsibility.' These are tuals and workers. The dis
bourgeois arguments of a layer cussion over Stalin is complex 
that would like to be a bourge- because there are sectors of the 
oisie, but cannot. Sakl'farov variety who use the 

beaters of. serfs. 
The allience with the factory 

It is clear that a process of cracy. Hence the release of and technical sectors is really an 
profound transformation is coming Sakllarev. Thus, the policy of the admission in practice of the end 
in the Workers States, primarily new team is mar1ked iS"Y dualism. of the bureaucracy, because the 
in the Soviet Union. The latter is admission of principles of,factory 
the centre. It is a complex pro- This came about partly through autonomy, self-financing and 
cess and, in making a balance of the conservatism and fear of the profitability have nothing to do 
perestroiks, it is essential to see Party bureaucracy of the direct with tile collective functioning of 
both its progressive and also pro- intervention of the proletariat, a the Workers State. Breznev was 
foundly limiting features. Cde fear of their Communist spirit; and obliged to speak of 'each accor
Posadas defined tile process partly not knowing what on earth ding to his needs', and more or 
occurring in the Sovie.t Union .as .to do because of their previous less say 'but not yet'. The new 
one of partia I regeneration, and theoretical upbringing. Gorbachev team has placed a 11 the emphasis 
we do not blindly follow the Sovi- acknowledges the problem when on 'rewarding merit"with greater 
et leadership in all its steps. he says: 'We have no political salaries. Thus, they open up an 

culture.' The lack of a political ever greater differentiation in the 
Certainly, tile most decisive life for years in the CPSU means Workers State than exists already. 

important and progressive feature that tactics and strategy arise In practice, there is a wealthy 
is tile continuous war against the from groups, and this still layer in Soviet society who wish 
:stalinist functionaries, the im- bears little direct relation to to create a market in their own 
mense caste of pests and para- discussion with the masses. The image, where they decide the 
sites who sustained Stalin and attempt of Gorbae-hev to associate goods to be produced to satisfy 
made a usufruct of the Workers with the masses is a search for their own needs and not the ob
State for their own ends. They another policy. To counteract jective needs of the Workers State 
are totally aseless, block the the interests of tile technocrats and the needs of tile world revo
masses, and hold positions as a and the factory directors, the lution. In reality, it. is a pipe 
source of profit and privilege for Soviet leadership has spoken of dream because the Soviet prole
themselves. They are a large the need to involve tile population tariat will not w:ear it, and al
body with influence in the Party, and to change the character of ready there are reporrs of strikes. 
the trade unions, and hence the Party work, i.e. the Party must Moreover, the Party will be ob
vastness of the purge which had not be too involved with economic liged to sup~ort th~ workurs. 
already begun extensively under activity so as to maintain its thus they have sought to extend 
Breznev. It means also inevitably independence. At the same time, the power of the unions in the 
a clash with backward nationalist the social needs of the population factories and enforced greater 
forces, the liquidation of these are stressed, and tile strengthen- control in the factories, but 
cliques and their separatist inter- ing of the Soviets as a vehicle of 'autonomous' factories develop 
ests. mass intervention is advocated. interests of the aristocracy of 

It is in these areas, as opposed labour. Have there, in reality, 
We are witnessing the process to the economic reforms, that the been any discussions over the 

of the downfall of the bureaucracy positive features of perestroika 'economic reforms'? Were there 
in the Soviet Union and a process can reveal themselves. mass meetings to affirm these 
of partial political revolution. reforms? No. 

With all the growing crisis of 
the bureaucracy, the Soviet lea
dership has tried to extend the 
policy of peaceful co-existence; 
In this case, in part retreating on 
previ-0us gains. Thus, a great 
play has been made with dynamic 
diplomacy to keep capitalism 
busy; we are not against diploma
tic manoeuvres but not as a means 
to avoid revolutionary policy. 
1mpern111sm Is now so tatty, 
senile and divided that it can 
scarcely have the strength to don 
its trousers, and when it does it 
falls back in a state of instant 
exhaustion. 

Part of this 
policy corresponds to the wishes 
of the 'Sakharov layer'. There 
have even been articles actually 
say·ing that the war necessitates 
a 'supra class' policy. War stems 
from the class war, and however 
horrific nuclear war may be it is 
a logical outcome of imperialism. 
The most obvious retreat of the 
Soviets has been over Afghanistan 
- instead of developing Afghani
stan unequivocally towards a 
Workers State, there have been 
attempts at a policy of concilia
tion with capitalist interests in 
spite of the clear fact that im
perialism is endeavouring to 
smash Afghanistan, as they are 
doing in Mozambique and Angola, 
etc. This inevitably follows from 
the breakdown of the united front 
of the bureaucracy, and the desire 
of the failing bureaucracy to 
ma in ta in its life. 

The Soviet leadership does not It is quite correct to want As the saying goes - it's all To turn the Workers State to-
dominate this process, but it is accurate accounting in monetary- right for some, those with the wards independent factory func
obliged to continue on tile line of commodity relations, as Trotsky cash who can blow money on cars tioning and profitability is an 
liquidation of the Stalinist func- originally argueltin 'The Revolu- and fashions, dachas and expen- enormous backward~step. Simi
tionaries. At the same time, this tion Betrayed', but the centralised sive restaurant meals etc. Cde larly in agriculture, the freeing of 
leadership is uncertain of the path workers' economy intervenes on Posadas analysed this layer in family contracts again gives full 
ahead and, because of the break- the law of value for the common the article on Sakharov. They play to private as opposed to 
down in the functioning of the interest. Competition between have developed their own private collective interests. It will not 
bureaucracy, one of the first factories is not a logical corollary tastes, a separate technical caste work, and the Party apparatus 
things Gorbachev did was to seek of correct accounting. The latter tvho try to stand above the Wor- knows it will not work. Hence 
an alliance with the technocrats, means the Workers State is not to kers State. When tile Soviet it keeps speaking of Socialism, 
tile factory directors, as a means be swindled by Stalinist parasites. leadership concedes to this layer Socialism'. 
of facilitating the purge of the But competition between factories it is a sign of the disintegration 
Stalinist dross in the lower and in the face of an uncontrolled con- of tll'e bureaucracy, because the This means a delay in organi
middle ranks of the Soviet bureau- sumer market is alien to the Wor- Soviet proletariat and the struc- sing the forces of the masses 

~~~.£-.~~~--~~~~~~~--~~~~--~~~--~~· ' 

crimes of Stalin to attack the 
centralised functioning of the 
Workers State. Ir is these from 
whom ligachev defends himself, 
but there are other sectors who 
seek to unravel the history of the 
Workers State, who seek out 
Trotsky even if this is still in a 
limited form. Thus we have the 
statements of.Butenko who chara
cterises the stratum of Stalin in 
Trotsky's terms: 'Stalin was the 
representative for the newborn, 
burea ucraric power apparatus of 
Socialism which Lenin, during his 
last years, saw developing and 
warned about. It was this bureau
cracy that came to power at the 
end of the 1920s and eliminated 
all opposition. It is this same 
bureaucracy that represents the 
biggest hindrance to perestroikan'. 

·The Red Army fee Is the objec
tive force of the Workers State and 
has.sought to impel more vigorous 
polices, hence the dispute over 
policies, hence the dispute over 
Ogarkov. The incident of the 
German pilot who landed in Red 
Square indicated forms of 
crisis in the Red Army where 
sectors do not respond to the 
exigencies of the process. The 
attack on privileges in the Red 
Army goes hand in hand with the 
way in which the most dynamic 
sectors in the army have brought 
out the disastrous role of Stalin, 
even with a ca II for the down
grading of Stalin as unfit to be 
buried next to Bolshevik revolu
tionaries. This objectively means 
a process which will inexorably 
lead towards the origins of the 
Red Army and its founder Leon 
Trotsky. 

The strikes of the Soviet pro -
letariat will antment against any 
higher prices, losses of jobs etc. 
These will impel the Workers 

Continued on page 4 
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by balancing getween incompat- Posadas represents this new 
ibles - the factory managers, on stage. To· rehabilitate Trotsky 
the one hand, and the masses on in depth means to recognise the 
the other. To the former handouts va.lidity of the role of Posadas, 
'for work done'f!), and to the which · is Trotskyism today. 
other social benefits, but this 
reflects only the incoherence of 
the bureaucracy. 

On this magnificent anniver
sary of the October Revrlution 
we salute a II the sectors in the 

Fro1 page 2 

allowed progress, and this in turn the development of the world 
the flowering of culture, of Communist movement, as is hap
science and of art, and as a re- pening now. 

suit a continuous and progressive Trotsky wrote to favour the 
improvement in human relations. optimism and the confidence in 

the method of scientific analysis. 

leadership to respond to and 
terminate with the activities of 
the technocratic and privileged 
termites who seek to divert the 
resources of the Workers State for 
their own benefit. It is necessary 
and possible to advance 'from 
each according to his ability, to 
each according to his needs. 
Imperialism has sought to draw 
profit from the new situation in 
the Soviet Union. Even so, when 
Thatcher has to speak apprecia
tively of Gorbachev's efforts to 
change (referring doubtless to the 
'new' economic policies) her 
conclusions are pessimistic. 
1917 will indeed resist all chan
ges to the structure of the Workers 
State and hurl imperialism into 
oblivion. 

Perestroika is thus ambiguousSoviet Union and the Red Army 
- a purging of Stalinists, much who are attempting to advance the 
talk of 'democracy' but accompa- interests of the Workers States. 
n ied by 'com petition' and price We salute especially the Soviet 
rises for the masses. Gorbachev proletariat, the most powerful in 
speaks of a 'peaceful revolution': the world which liquidated nazism, 
the political revolution can cer- and endured Stalinism, and will 
tainly be peaceful, but not .at the more and more be a driving force 
expense of the population. to destroy the internal obstacles 

Trotsky wrote to stimulate That Is, he demonstrated that the 
humanity to have faith in Socia- Workers State is a necessity of 
/ism as a necessity of history, history and that the passage of 
not oftfy ·of the working class, but capitalism to Socialism comes 
the latter through its function in through the intermediate phase of 
the economy and in society is the the Workers State. This has the 
most vivid expression1 ot this task of facilitating the construc-
necessity tion of Socialism, with all the 

He wrote so that the vanguard errors and deficiencies which that 
would n bt allow Itself to be bea- includes, accentuated besides by 
ten, nor believe that the Commu- the class conflict With capitalism 
nist parties, the trade unions, the which has not allowed the crea
Sociafists and the Workers State tion of a leadership without 
were impotent, but understand problems, without difficulties or 
that the l;)ureaucracy of the Soviet errors. Trotsky wrote to help to 
Union was not formed because of organise the proletarian vanguard 
the fatal errors of Bolshevism, and, in particular, so that the 
of the Bolshevik Party, oft the world Communist movement might 
Communist Party or of the Workers_ understand that Communism was 
State, but of the world relation of not represented by Stalin, a mere 
forces which allowed the appear- caricature and expression of a 
ance and development of Stalihism bureaucratic layer born and grown 
- that once the historical con- in the conditions of the retreat of 
ditions which had led to the re- the revolution of that period of 
treat of the world revolution had history. 

to progress in the USSR and impel 
the whole world to terminate with 
the imbecility of imperialism and 
capitalism. 

The eris is in the 
smaller Workers States is pro- The process of partial regen- There has to be a complete 
found. In Yugoslavia financial eration is profound in the Soviet discussion with the population in 
corruption and the immense Union and goes beyond the pre- the Soviet Union on the need to 
foreign' debt point to the invidious sent leadership. The discussion develop the Workers State politi
results of 'self-management'. on Trotsky is immensely impor- cally and economically, to deve
Hungary is in profound disorder, tant, but the discussion cannot lop Communist cadres who see 
and recently broke a contract with stay with Trotsky. The contribu- the Workers State not isolated in 
the Soviet Union. Their crisis tion of Trotsky, dear Lev Davida- itself but as an instrument of the 
and that in China, will not be vich, to history is immense and, world advance to Socialism. 
solved by 'profitability' and as time advances, his shadow There have to be mass assemblies 
'factory autonomy' but only by the extends over contemporary history. on all the major political and 
political elevation of the Soviet A 11 his writings on politics and economic issues and a discussion 
leadership and the collectivised culture remain immensely valuable on the reduction of privileges, 
economy. - the rrec is ion of Marxist method on the basis of 'from each accor-

been overcome, then the condi-
tions would again be created tor PART 1. 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Thus objectively the top layer of excels in.his fe~ts.. At ding ~o his . ability,, to each 
the bureaucracy seeks to survive the same time, history moves on. according to his needs. 

ARGENTINA. The A lfonsln has placed the burden of the 
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Nicaragua hn brought forward great poHibilities for 
Latin America, Nicaragua, a small country emerging from 42 
years without trade unions, without parties, without a 
political or cultural life, manages to triumph thanks to the 
Sandinistas, The population rose and supported the 
Sandinista& and not Somoza, Had the population not supported 
the guerrillas, they could not have won and Somoza would have 
stayed, The population united, formed part of the guerrillas 
and this is the way the guerrillas won, The population was 
not intimidated by repeated deaths and assassinations, In 
this, it shows that it lived the reality of the world 
process; world process meaning more than Cuba and all the 
Sandinista propaganda, which however good, could not possibly 
have reached everyone, It is in a thousand ways that the 
masses realised that they could win; through the radio, 
conversations, newspapers, etc,- and this lead them to 
believe i.n the Sandinishs. When they saw that the 
Sandinistas had the courage to overthrow Somoza, the masses 
understood that this wasn't just a movement of armed men, but 
an armed political movement ready for social transformation. 

A process is opening up in Latin America which is going to 
influence Boli va 1 Peru 1 Brasil, Argentina, Ecuador, 1'1exi co, 
and also Venezuela and Colombia, It. is going to influence 
socially and very deeply, and give a guide on how to resolve 
the problems of Latin America, The discussion now is social 1 

political and economic: what programme, what policy, what 
organisation to develop Nicaragua, This is the next stage 
and yankee imperialism is going to support capi tali sis in the 
Sandinistas - sectors whom it opposed before - to try to use 
them against. further progress and contain it, 
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government suffered a major re- economy on the masses, and 
verse in the September elections. wages have fallen by twenty per 
The Peronists won more votes cent. 
than the Radical Civil Union in 

fifteen of the twentyseven pro- The Posadlsts have intervened 
vinces. The Radicals also lost In the elections with the pro
their al:i$olute majority in the gramme of social .trans.formations 
Lower o.hamber, a !though It has and the repudiation of the debts 
retained more seats than the to imperialism. 
Peron/st and other parties. This 
was not the time of the elections TIBET: The provocations In 
In the Senate, so the Radicals 1'TbeT; organised by the backward 
retain their majority there. These remnants of the Tibetan monks in 
elections show the polarisation of collusion with agents of imperi
forces, and the Peronlsts gained 3/ism, are part of the attempts to 
heavily in the industrial con- take advantage of limitations In 
urbatlons. This is the result of the leadership of the Workers 
the pusillanimous conduct of the States. Imperialism seeks to take 
A !fonsin government which, advantage of the confusion caused 
despite the heroic Intervention of by the counter-revolutionary 
the population in the Campo de leadership in China, which has 
Mayo military school, has con- not Integrated Tibet sufficiently 
ceded to· the military and aban- In the Workers State and has 
doned the investigation of military damaged the centralised tunctlo-

terror/sm. ning of the Workers State. 

Basically, there is no support 
for the Tibetan counter-revolu
tionaries, but the failure to trans
form Tibet is shown in the high 
rate of illiteracy and the limited 
social and economic development. 
The government continued to give 
concessions to wealthier peasants 
with extension of land leases and 
the ending of taxes. Following 
the abandonment of the Communes. 
and the turn to the right In China 
the problems of Tibet continue, 
but Tibet has no future outside 
integration with the Chinese Wor-

Yankee imperialism has been 
obliged to put up with phenomenon 
like A lfonsin, Aquino etc. but 
these governments seek to pursue 
bourgeois reforms that do not co
incide with the interests of im
perialism. The bourgeoisie are 
thus caught in a vice. If they 
resolutely confront Imperialism 
they face dependency on the 
masses. If they seek to comp
romise they will lose electoral 
support. Hence the continued 
threat of sectors of the army 
/Inked to Imperialism to intervene. kers State. A II Its previous his-

tory is one of backwardness and 

The economy of Argentina Is superstition. Imper/a/Ism had no 
being slowly strangled by the interest In developing it, and 
mounting debt, which extracts calls for autonomy .etc. are the 
constant interest payments at the hypocracy of those who kept Tibet. 
expense of the masses and of in backwardness tor centuries. 
capitalism Itself. At the same Even so, the provocations of 
time, the programme ot A lfonsln Imperialism are very feeble. 
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- OUT Of NATO. 

FOR. THE PLANNED ,ECONOMY 

UNDER WORKERS CONTROL. 

Soviet diplomacy has forced imperialism into an agreement. over inter
mediate ballistic missiles and a visit by Gorbachev to the United States 
has been arranged. All this arises from the balance of world forces, which 
has wrecked the great pretentions of the Reagan-Thatcher alliance to 
develop a policy of strength to intimidate the Soviet Un ion. Without doubt, 
some sectors of the Soviet bureaucracy believe it is possible to develop 
'peaceful co-existence' ad infinitum, but a collision between the Workers 
States and world capitalism is inevitable - the advantage lies with the 
Winkers States because imperialism is enfeebled by the hour'\ 
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Imperialism will sign all manner of agreements and continue with its war 
preparations, albeit weakened diplomatically, politically, economically and on the Baker educational proposals The forces of the left and the Stalinist functionaries, are in a state 
socially. Gorbachev's statement in which he affirmed support for Cuba and and the repudiation of the phony resistance of the masses objectively of fear in front of the population and 
Nicaragua shows - and despite compromises over Afghanistan - that there arguments about more resources for grow in thie situation even if this the left. They know that 1ireal fight 
is no basis for a new Yalta. At the same time, at the recent conference of the health service by a former Con- is not always visible bacause of the even in Parliament against the puny 
Organisation of African States in Arusha the Soviet Union gave new aid to servative minister shows the dis- nature of the Labour Party. thugs of capitalism would stimulate 
i. f • i. s · A h order within the ranks of Con- th 1 • tne ront line states in tneir struggle against outh frica, t 11 s affirmini; servatism. Disraeli had some form of Heath attacked with some con- e popu ation and create problems 

Soviet aid to the extension objectively of the world Socialist revolution. ·perspective for his class. Thatcher tempt the useless leadership of the for them and the trade union function-
In the Workers States themselves the intervention of the proletariats in has none. Labour Party. They, like all good aries who are geared to reformism. 
Romania and Yugoslavia, and the rejection by the Polish masses of the Continued on page 2 
'economic' reforms, show that the masses - even without the best means to 
intervene - make their weight felt against the incapacity of the bureaucracy, 
wherever it is. The proletariat and the tradition of Bolshevism of the USSR 
guarantees against the results of bureaucratic ineptitude. The fa II of 
Yelstin is part of the crisis of the bureaucracy, not the Workers State. 

Irrespective of the high diplomacy with this, to confront the greater 
of the leaderships of the Soviet Union enemy - the Soviet Union. The 
and Yankee imperialism, the world downturn in the economy is basically 
revolution continues with blows at the the result of the gigantic arms budget 
backward regimes in Bangla Desh, which leads to a condition of limiting 
and with the process of democratisa- the consumer market. On the other 
, tion in South Korea. With all its hand, there is tile vicious inter
: ferocious fascist brutality, the Botha capitalist competition on a world 
regime was obliged to release an market which they cannot expand to 

:ANC leader and faces the rebellion meet the increase in productivity and 
of even white students in South technological innovation. Whole 
Africa. lmperia !ism has to prepare continents offer no major base for a 
,its gangster plans in clandestinity. constantly extended reproduction of 
Thatcher has to face isolation even capital. The imperialist economy is 
in the Commonwealth over South in a permanent crisis, with a perma
A frica. That is the measure of the nent militarised economy. 
extreme weakness of imperialism. 
Its atomic weapons do not intimidate 
the masses of the world. What is CAPITALISM WITHOUT HISTORIC 
lacking is a world leadership capable PERSPECTIVE. 
of using all this rich situation, a new _ . . 
Communist International to plan the . Th~ p~esent cap1tall~t go~ernment 
overthrow of the whole crumbling Ill Britain floun~ers . 111 ~his great 
edifice of imperialism and save mess. The policy 1s simple and 
humanity from prolonged and un- ~~thout perspective, on the basis of 
necessary oppression. live and be merry today, because 

tomorrow we die.' Privatisation is 
At the same time, and inevitably, ~a-_ means o.f u.sing surp.lus capital 

there is the stock market crash _ because capitalism now 1s short on 
a result of the lack of confidence in initiatives nationalty and inter
the future of the world capitalist nationally. The Thatcher regime 
economy. Imperialism is pre- marks the complete failure of capi= 
occupied to maintain some relative talism which prided itself in the 
stability in the world economy so as heyday of imperialism on overcoming 
to limit inter-capitalist dispute in 'the two nations', i.e. modifying the 
front of the Workers States; but this class struggle. The Thatcher regime 
is difficult when Yankee imperialism is digging assiduously a very great 
has tried to drown the rest with high trewoll for capitalism. The fact 
interest rates to finance its deficits, that a· whole layer of conservatives 
followed by letting the dollar slide have been left aside by Thatcher 
to help its own exports. The other points to the internal disaster within 
imperialist powers have to put up the capitalist class. Heath's attack 

SPAIN - the !ltruggle against nuclear weapons and NA TO continues 

ENNISKILLEN AND THE DISCUSSION ON IRELAND 

The bombing at Ennis- The reactionary nature of the 
kiflen has predictably inspired Labour Party apparatus was once 
gargantuan quantities of mendacious more confirmed with the speech of 
rubbish and phoney sympathy in the Kinnock, referring to the IRA as 
ranks of -British Imperialism and its terrorist when its objectives .for a 
supporters. In fact, the chorus of Socialist Ireland are perfectly /egi
hypoc1'Jcy was so orchestrated that timate, and there• is no justification 
it is clear that British imperialism' for the presence of British imperia
was expecting an Incident such as lism In Northern Ireland save to 
this. 

It has to be remembered that the 
ranks of the IRA are by no means 
homogeneous and that the hand of 

prevent the emergence of Socialist 
revolutionary forces which could 

affect Britain itseff. The Anglo
/ rlsh agreement is an attempt to 
Incorporate the Northern Irish Catho

lmperiallsm via Informers and double lie bourgeoisie into an agreement 
agents is quite capable Of penetrating and, .with the Southern bourgeoisie• 
its ranks and making use of it. The to collude with imperialism so as to 

nerablflty of British Imperialism on 
this Issue. The tact that he speaks 
in this way - attnodgh tending to see 
the issue as one Of simple British 
withdrawal,. testifies to the strength 
of feel/fig on the Labour left 
although it tacks homogeneity and Is 
still lost In the toils of empiricism 
and parliamentary Illusion. With all 
its mllltary terrorism, the Dlplock 
courts, the collaboration of the .Lab
our apparatus and the trade union 
bosses with Thatcher, it Is Im
possible for Imperialism to contain 

the Irish Issue. 

original attack on Thatcher at Brigh- wrn Southern Ireland Into a NATO The leadership of Sinn Fein is 
ton had all the marks of a set-up, . base. trying to develop a more polltlca/ 
and Imperialism had a hand in the ' The row over the intervention of 
present bombing directly or Indirectly. Livingstone shows the extreme vu/- Continued on page 4 



Trotsky demonstrated that 
capitalism was not in a position 
to bring Russia back into the or
bit of its system and that the his
toric bases established by Lenin, 
by the Bolshevik Party and the 
Workers State of the Soviet Union 
were the essential instrument to 
pass through successive phases 
in the construction of Socialism. 

Trotsky dedicated himself to 
prepare the vanguard tor this task. 
In all his analyses he tried to 
show that the perversion of Stalin 
did not arise from Communism and 
the Workers State, and that it was 
not an inevitable feature of the 
progress of humanity; but that it 
was due onlr to the historic con
ditions of retreat. This phase 
was described by him as Thermi
dor, and today there is no possi
bility of such a condition. 

For these motives before the 
war unleashed by German imperi
alism against the Workers State. 
Trotsky defended in an inflexible 
manner the Soviet Union; and to 
the journalists who asked if he 
supported the invasion of Poland 
and Finland he answered: 'Yes, 

it is necessary to defend it be
cause it is a right of the Soviet 
Workers State to have its frontiers 
pushed back against German im
perialism which wants to destroy 
the Workers State; the Workers 
State is the most advanced and 
necessary instrument tor the pro
gress of humanity.'' The journa
lists went on: 'But, Mr Trotsky, 
Stalin wants to kill 1ou.' He re
plied in effect: 'Life is not de
termined by my existence but by 
the Workers State, the necessary 
and Indispensable instrument for 
the progress of humanity; and it is 
necessary to defend it uncondi
tionally. These are not invasions 
to subject and dominate a state, 
but a strategic and military move 
to confront German imperialism: 

From page 1 

Scargill is an example of a leader 
who at least main ta ins a class 
position. The problem is that there 
is a need of a left team in the unions 
and the labour Party which can de
velop ideas and discussions with the 
population, to develop a consistent 
national leadership against the 
system. 

The recent conference a.t Chester
fie Id . brought out the problem 
of developing a homogeneous leader
ship, but the efforts to form this will 
continue because they have to con
tinue. The progressive aspect of 
changes on the Soviet Union, i.e. 
dumping the Stalinists, will en
courage this process, whatever the 
drawbacks of either. Soviet policies. 
It will be necessary to continue on 
this path to place Brita in within an 

2 

THE LIVING THOUGHT OF TROTSKY. J.Posadas 

The thought of Trotsky showed 
the objectivity in his analyses. 
He had shown that Stalin was not 
a product of the Workers State and 
the Bolshevik Party, but of the 
historic conditions and the retreat 
of the Revolution, and also of the 

incapacity of capitalism to crush 
the Workers State. Among the 
conditions which at that moment 
allowed the bases for the birth of 
Stalinism there was the situation 
of the Bolshevik Party, decimated 
by the war, and the necessity to 
construct the Workers State, which 
had weakened the structure of the 
Party. 

Capitalism develops and centra- principle of Communism, since it 
lises the economy for the market, means that the process of deve
but poisons and kills people and lopment in the Workers State, 
distributes wealth among a small- through its nature, creates eleva
er and smaller minority. It causes ted huma11 relations which mature 
pollution of waters, constructs human intelligence and annul the 
factories which poison workers, interests of property which excite 
produces food poisoned by nox- and generate egoism. 
ious substances, and is respon
sible for every form of blood, lung If the present Chinese leaders 
and skin infection. Capitalism implement an anti-Soviet policy 
kills continuously. It no longer and ally with capitalism, imper/
has the interest or the strength a/ism and the most barbarous 
to encourage the progress of art elements and backward sectors in 
and science at the very instant history - the Pinochet and the 
that these show the possibility South African fascists - against 
of limitless development of the the Workers States, that is be

11.1.79. 

alone, but unconditionally, the 
Soviet Union In so far as it was 
an instrument of the progress of 
history, a state in which the pro
letariat had an economic, social 
and political centre to oppose the 
capitalist system. The Soviet 
Union demonstrated the creative 
capacity of the proletariat be
cause, for the first time, this 
completed the historic experience 
of conquering power in a process 
in which it was isolated and had 
to resist enormous pressures. 
Trotsky organised the IV Inter
national, but tried to remain in 
the Third International where he 

human being and of human rela- cause it is a question of a oureau found himself in the most difficult 
The essential concern of Trot- tions. It is necessary to eliminate -cratic clique resulting from the 

sky was that of preparing the pro- capitalism because the conditions lack of life and of proletarian 
/etarian vanguard for the future of already exist to do so, given the weight in the Chinese Communist 
humanity in the years to come. world proletariat and the Workers Party. 

conditions, an object of ac;cusa
tions and threatened with provo
cations and of expulsion from 
various countries. But he con
fronted them, to remain united to 
the Workers State and to the Com-

He knew that he would be killed, States, which represent at the 
he wanted to place the vanguard organised level of thought the That does not mean that they 
at the level of understanding the will, disposition and historic repeat the historic cycle of Stalin, munist masses of the world. 
logical optimism of history, which proletarian Instrument necessary since there are no longer the con-
was based on, born and developed to substitute for the capitalist ditions to do this. The masses ~f The object of Trotsky was to 
from, dialectical materialism; the system. the world have learnt and part1- intervene, to play a role of sus-
Workers State is a necessity of cipate in this process. On the tainiflg development with his ex~ 
history, Socialism is absolutely Trotsky affirmed his thought other hand among the main ob- perience, and with his theoretical 
indispensable and invincible, and his work so as to give to the jectives of Trotsky was that of strength and politl~~I ability 
because it represents the develop proletariat the historic under- making the masses intervene, to placed at the dlspos1t1on of the 
-ment of human intelligence standing that Socialism and Com- educate and convince them that Workers State as an instrument of 
through the economy,· science, munism represent a phase in the Socialism is not the product of the history for the construction of 
culture and art. This shows itself historic progress of humanity intelligence of Marx, of Engels °" history for the construction of 
in the social relations which con- and the .proletariat is the of Lenin and the Workers State, Socialism. Hence the uncondi
stitute the first phase of.the Wor- the objectlvie· instra~nt of this ,, but of history - which Marx, tional defence of the Soviet Uilon. 
kers State. Stalinism is a trans- En~ls, Lenin and the Workers 

Trotsky was concerned to streng- Trotsky did not limit1 himself itory degeneration of history. then the instrument, Marxism, ex- States represent. The capitalist 
. . . . .plaining that Stalinism was a system is not able to realise the to see only in the Soviet Union, 

The ob1ect1ve, h1sto11c neces- ·t s "to _,ege eration of history. progress of the economy, of the domination of Stalin, the 
· f s · 1· · _, · db ran 1 ry "'' n b th t · t' s1ty o oc1a ism 1s uetermme . y Th s he P oposed a political science, of culture, of art and of ureaucracy, e ex ermma ion 

the cris_is of the capita!ist system, re:Olution. ~n the present phase technology. As regards techno- and assassination of the Com
by the impotence of t~1s system - this is .no longer necessary in the logy, capitalism makes a limited munists, but he considered it to be 
which, once established at a T t ,,.1 P d •t • ce use of it since it applies it only an instrument. of history guided by . · · • way .ro s .. , ex resse 1 • sm 
certam level of development,. 1s it is realised daily. for the market economy, for com- a leadership with a counter-
no longer capable of developmg petition, tor the production of revolutionary policy. 
the economy, technology, science armaments, for war; and not to 
and art. favour the development of human The confidence which Trotsky 

In the Soviet Union they are relations. placed in the future of the Soviet 
To sustain itself, capitalism 

must retreat and does so in great 
strides backwards in the economy 
and in science and culture. 

i nternationa I context and to system
atically develop meetings with the 
population and in the workers' areas. 
The labour apparatus is very weak, 
the fact that one person, Livingstone, 
can create havoc over the Irish dis
cussion, is because the apparatus 
sees that there is a left which cannot 
be put down and will persevere. 

There has to be an effort to 
develop a consistent left trade union 
sector, llefause strike actions from 
the teachers to the posta I workers 
show that powerful class forces are 
not being used sufficiently. The need 
for an objective discussion in the 
labour left on a Marxist basis, 
taking into account the force of the 
Workers States and the declining 
powers of imperialism, will constantly 
assert itself in the next stages in 
front of the impasse of the labour 
leadership, the fa II of the SOP and 

confronting in the programme of Union was shown, among other 
the New Constitution the principle While, on the other hand, things, in 1938; in the worst con-
of distribution 'to each according Trotsky led a sharp fight against ditions when he felt that Stalin 
to need.' This is a very elevated the bureaucracy, Trotsky defended was seeking to kill him - and he 

Continued on page 4 

J POSADAS ON THE L. PARTY 

British imperialism and the bureaucracy - the Labour 
Pa:rty and trade union bureau0:racy - which represent Eri 
tish imperialism, are not homogeneous. The bureaucra
cy has a pa:rt of itself with one foot in the proletariat 
with proletarian interests, historic interests of pro -
gress; but with the rest of the body and the hand, rep
resenting British imperialism. This is so because of 
the nature of the class struggle in Britain which has 
been determined by the Labour Party and because a sec -
tor of the Labour bourgeois leadership - which is bour 
geois and not mistaken - represents capitalism~e lat
ter is combined with sectors which range from the revo 
lutionary interests of the proletariat, to those of the 
middle layers. 

Whole sectors of the population which are driven to
wards a historic solution are expressed in the Labour 
Pa:rty. It is the axis of the class struggle. This is 
why when a left is formed, it is formed in the Labour 
Party, a.nd nowhere else. It will not be formed outsi
de the Labour Party., 

theblindalleyofThakhercapttalism. -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Printed by-The Russell Press. Nottingham-



THE STALIN ISSUE AND .. RECONSTRUCTION .. 

where the system of imperialism upon. II d tfJ P ·•amme of in There are a number of superb · 
As yet we do not have the fu propose e rog., - is reeling. All the grand Reagan For the Soviet economy there 

text of the speeclt- of Gorbachev dustrialisation and collectivi- declarations by this economist.~ -Thatcher offensiv.e against the has to be a plan which clearly 
on the 70th anniversary of the sation before Stalin had got round the more foodstuffs the state sells Soviets has become muted. .At deals with the oeeds of the popu-

h t · t the problem and he took the the more losses it sustains, the 
11 11 

.. h 
Russian Revolution, but w a is o • . . . h . it builds the .more it the same time, a t e :evens lation and which can be decided 
available points to the very limi- programme of the left oppos1t1on. mo1e ousmg . war preparations orgamsed by upon by the masses in their 

ted understanding of this leader- loses. On the other
1 

hand,t tbhe imperialism have helped. to l~a~ organisms, and then applied. 
ship to enter into a searching Finally, the arrogance and mass of people have ong es a - to an enormous economic cn~1s We hear much about •democrat/-
objective account of the Soviet avarice of the bureaucracy ~ed to lished ideas which cannot be amt Indication of profound m- sation' but this seems to be 
historv and its relationship to the a war against the ~ass~s m the ignored.' No, indeed they canno!! security by capftalism in itself; linked 'with these economic re
present.. Perestroika and Glasnost thirties and the extmction of the His solution to all problems 1s Imperialism is gravely wounded, forms which, in tact, were never 
merely judging by the latest offer- leadership which. h~d l~d the quite simple - differentiation. Its power of attraction is waning. discussed in the first place. This 
Ing have very confined limits. revolut~on,. culmmatmg tn the To solve difficult issues, this Yet, on the commemoration ot the is hardly democracy; rather it is 
The continued inability at the top assassmat1on ot Trotsky. economist is very direct. In a 70th anniversary. the Soviet lea- a particular torm ot democracy to 
to confront the Trotsky.- Staliv Abalkin's article. published in superb passage on the use ot the dership makes hardly any refer- facilitate reforms which have not 
prot>lenl~ · allied to the effort to a suppleme?t to Socialism: Theo~y price mechanism and the example ence to the ideal situation tor been discussed. 
accelerate the 'economic reforms' and Practice, on the economic ot high quality sausages our eco- further disintegrating imperialism. we also reiterate that tor a 
shows the empirical disorder in re-structuring in the USSR gives nomist sees that there were big They speak only ot 'reconstruc- workers State a discussion cannot 
which the bureaucracy is in- a very good idea of t~e character queues tor sausages at a low tion' tor the Soviet Union, when exist on the economy in isolation 
volved. But the crisis is much ot the new turn, w~ic~ the. t?P price. However, this was easily the term should be used to apply from the rest ot the world. Why 
more severe because the dis- bureaucracy support m its crtsts. solved. They raised the price, to the whole world which needs is there no discussion about the 
cuss/on ot Stalin is going to be There are many cu~rents . at ind lo and behold 'with the Pr.ice reconstructing without capitalism. state of the world revolution? 
very difficult to control among work in the present discussion rising to nine roubles and f1tty Such confined vision is the result Nothing publically discussed 
the new generation ot Soviet but Albakin's article represents kopecks (per kilo) people have of Stalinist mis-education,. but about China or about the recent 
workers and intellectuals, who the sector which is now most stopped queueing tor them.' also because there are large coup in Burkino Faso, or about 
well know that Stalin and his evident in trying to make chan- Under this new system the cor- privi,l!Jged Javers in the Soviet South Africa. The communist 
methods and his ideas were sub- ges. Others will be opposed ruption ot the Stalinlsts is being Union interested in developing a sentiments of the Soviet people 
jected to a withering analysis by to these ideas and not ohly the used to discredit centralised new consumer market tor them- would find immediate expression 
the 'over confident Trotsky' and old parasitic Stalinists. planning based on democratic selves and to hell with world it there was a lively political 
it will be impossible to put the It consists of a series ot discussion. The new 'ditferenti- Socialism. They have an interest discussion. They have no tears 
clock back and maintain the old ation' is to be open and blatant. as well as the Workers State, in ot the Yanks-even it jackals like questions. and answers · 1· d 

1 
· f b 

silence. Gorbachev has con- The state is being v1sua 1se disposing of the Sta imst unc- Sakharov live in tear and trem -
centrated his attacks on Stalin on simply as a bourgeois state, I.e. tionaries who live oft the centra- ling. - Nor has the Iranian people 
the period ot collectivisation and to correct imbalances and to see lised economy - that is, get rid who have treated the Yanks with 
purges, when the original empiri- From the article it appears that tha~ the poor are ~ot 'overlooke~'· ot them as part .of .th~ means to total contempt. Th~ Soviet leader 
cism ot Stalinism became appar- we ar.e in the presence only ot the Thi~ .has noth1fnlg to thdo. ~1th liquidate or sem1-l1qu1date c

1
en

1
- -ship must base its.elf on

1

. t~t~se 
ent in all its imbecile savagery, . •t· 1 stage ot developed social- Soc1al1sm and re ects e m er- tralised functioning. They ca m y sentiments and not aim at 1m1 mg 
Thus all the anterior errors and ~m ta E e .,0 there is something ests ot a layer with highly de- admit that prices will rise and them by isolating the economy 

h . ism. v n"' • ed "t h 'sh to I · · · tfJ empiricism, which led to t is rather odd about having to employ velop .appet1 es w o w1 . inconveniences for the popu at1on from the people, 1gnormg . e 
counter-revolutionary situation, ·i r t methods in the economy differentiate themselves from the occur - but not, ot course, tor achievements ot the centralised 
remain unregarded. This pro- cj;' a is e even 'at the begin- Soviet masses and act as a the privileged layers. They will economy and injecting capitalist 
toundly limits the insight into the w. en w: =~ ·aust development'. bourgeoisie. They have gained be earning 'according to their methods into the economy. 
present problems in the Soviet ~:: ~efor:' ot the economic intluenc~ over a sector of the work'. They also, like Sakharov, At one time the Party under 
Union. But when Gorbachev has h . ..,. a "'YStematic attack leadership, but there will be a live the pipe dream ot a peaceful Breznev distanced itself trom 

• mec amsm 
1
"' .., • II tfJ · Th S I t · fl • • 1 • · to condemn Stalin so comp1ete- on the centralised plan and, .reaction ~o a 111. . e . ov e settlement . wit 1mpena 1~m, th~se reforms and Kosygm 

ly over the purges, this is an . people did not endure Stalm and which tiles m the face ot reality. carried rhe onus and they were 
. whatever noises to the contrary, H" I . t .. t:h . t . h - . 

attempt to live with a massive . "f 11 tfJ· ,.._,e 1t er 1us .o see e1t coun ry It was Stalin's regime wh1c dropped. Now a sector . . d it 1s clear that 1 a . ts ,u, - h ded f · 
pressure tor d1scuss1on an re ularisation' was applied. an . over to a ne~ gang o finally led to the appearance ot the Party apparatus Involves 
change in the Soviet Union. to ' g. te enterprise' is going to graspmg moneybags with a taste ot the Sakharov layer, analysed itself in a chaotic situation which 
which fthe bureaucracy finds it pnva tor the worst aspects of western p d 

1 
· · f tfJ 

ake fundamental decisions. by Cde osa as. represents a mass ve c11s1s o e ditti cult to respond m 'culture'. . . t tfJ w 
Thus 'what to produce will no bureaucratic runnmg o e or-In general, 'his type ot anaty- • s fJ d' · t 

.. ,... ,... clo.;e .. 0 the Sakha.rov tonger be decided by the central . , f , . 'f kers State. ut t e 1scuss1on o 

... ... .. "" '' . , It ·11 b These economic re orms • 1 
• • • • • the future of the Soviet Union, tendency who complain about the plannmg board • ' wi . e completely instituted, would lead There 1s no 1ust1f1cat1on,_ tor . . · . . 

crimes of Stalin to justify con- decided in the sphere ot relations to a state ot affairs worse than the particular nature ot these which with the discuss
1
lon odf. itts 

"ndust ·a1 enterprises . past transcends the mme 1a e ciliation with capitalism and more between 1 rt . • Yugoslavia. They were analysed reforms, except that there is now di f 
11 1 

d h'p 
private enterprise in the Soviet that. is, the production programme long ago by Cde Posadas in an an extensive layer in the Soviet u~derstan ng 

11
° t e ;: ers 1 

Union and the concrete plan will be article ot 1965 where the false Union represented by Sakharov wi~J pre"';i:e- t e ,:roun ;r rec
It is necessary to repeat that oriented towards the users, orders claims ot these reforms were ex- and various economists etc. who ti~1ed pdo tcle~ atfJ nsew. toUmm~o-

,,., t b t"lled under contract ' One 
1 

•t 
1
. t rust ca res m e OVle m n Lenin and Trots .. , were concer- o e . ' . . . : . posed as against the interests ot wish to deve op a. cap1 a .'s - and throughout the world, . based 

ned with the emergence ot the question m this. mterwew is the Workers States. . . Socialism, not a viable ammal. on the acquired statification of 
bureaucracy which tound its most particularly apposite when ~aken The degree ot cns1s ot the They are interested in a demo- Pop rty and centralised planning 
sinister representative in Stalin with that analysis: 'Could 1.f be bureaucracy can be envisaged cracy of .a formal order rather like .:. w:ich even with Stalinist de
who was to propound the stupid that the changes tn the present simply in posing the present the bourgeoisie in the West, where to mation has proved superior to 
doctrine ot Socialism in one system will undermine the rela- phase ot the world r~v~lution and the real issues are not dis~ussed c:pitalism. It is this structure 
country. It was the left opposi- tions ot comradely aid and ass is- the ·apparent pass1v1ty ot the and voting takes place on issues h. h will weigh in the long run 

tance to Soviet enterprises'l (I) feadersi;ip in front of this. Every that the ruling cliques decide Wandie determi·ne· Sovi·et po/i"cy. tion who warned ot the kulaks and 

The essential task for social 
trans.formations in Britain is to understand the Labour 
Party and to develop activity towards the Labour Party. 
All this, is part o.f the world and it has to be seen 
that between the bourgeois apparatus of the Labour Par 
ty a:id the world progress of the revolution, it will be 
the world progress of the revolution which will force 
Britain to adva.'lce. This apparatus will not be able 
to contain the process of advance in Britain. It is 
necessary to count on this. One has to see also that 
it will not develop by itself but with the intervention 
of our section to support the formation of the Marxist-
Labour vanguard. 26 4 7 9 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE RESOLUTION OF THE EUROPEAN BUREAU ON' THE 70th 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION 

• In this process the USSR was Such an analysis is completely people that the progress of the USSR 

THE MEETING OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY 

created, resisted the hardest test of relevant now. being ba.sed on the was determined by the progress of the 
history and developed as an fnstru- recognition that the Soviet people revolution, and If progress was not 
ment of the progress of history. Its are fully conscious. that they have possible at a particular moment It was The recent meeting of the Chinese It Is Impossible to Ignore the revo
function and development as a Wor- sacrificed their Individual material necessary to maintain the revolution Communist Congress did not change lutlonary origin of the Chinese Work
kers State towards a Socialist society well-being and, as a couf'jtry, has at all costs, awaiting another stage. anything profoundly. There has now ers Stat(il, and the conflict with world 
was. and ls, conditioned through its supported and extended the revolution The Party was educated In this, and developed an apparatus in government imper/a/ism cannot solidify the 
link with the proletariat and the world throughout the world - and it does knew how to wait without dlsinte- and In the economy which is quite counter-revolutionary leadership in 

revolutionary' \process. The conditions this with Cuba, Nicaragua, Africa, grating or breaking, nor dividing nor divorced from the masses and has Its China. 

of isolation which led to the instaf- Asia and Af;ghanlstan. No one In the forming other parties. J. POSADAS own ecbnomic Interests. As a layer, 
lat/on of the bureaucracy and national USSR says. 'We should suspend the Capitalism can sign alt sorts of they are pro-occupied with 'Great There is no doubt that the emer
lsolation have been overcome and external aid which Is killing us'. agreements because it Is socially China' and have no Idea of Marxism. gence Of counter-revolutionary, 
crushed by history,but not thus the Quite different is the bureaucratic weak, but It prepares the war anyway The new leader, ;zhao Ziye.ng Is part directly restoration/st tendencies in 
results at the level of leadership, thieving which denounces the present and does It socially. Increasing of a layer with very flexible spines. China would provoke the intervention 
of the leading superstructure of the leadership. But, any,My, the soviet poverty and starvation and the des- At one time quite capable of attacking of the army. It has been reported mat 
Workers States and the Communist the soviet masses are sufficiently tructlon of a great part of humanity. all forms of material Incentives, he ls a sector was prepared to Intervene 
parties in the world. This much more mature _ when they can Intervene_ The USSR must shine, forth as 'The now pushing private enterprise where in the Chinese Red Army against the 
complex and contradictory process, to put order In distribution, Into pro- lighthouse which illuminates the ever possible. Whole areas of the pro-capitalist sectors in the student 

today lives through a process of duct/on, and in all the aspects of world', and It ts correct to Intervene Chinese economy are practically demonstrations. 

definitions whose epicentre ls Soviet Soviet society. The Soviet masses to organise a new leadership of outside state control, and the basis 
society. are capable of a thousand Initiatives, humanity. ft ls not now a question of for new forms of class struggle 

J. Posadas posed in his text 'The and if necessary sacrifices to extend Socialism In a single country or 'each clearly exist in the coantryside 
Russian Revolution, the Degenera- and generalise the Socialist relations Party doing what It wants', but a world against the rich peasants who are 

Ith t I I h I also ·involved in private industrial 
tlon of the Workers State, and the w ou any necess ty of private, nstrument, retaking t e exper ence . The leadership In China wishes to 
process of Part/a. I Regeneration of family or Individual profit. They are of the Bolshevik instrument to deal development. The statlficatt0n of the P means of production and land con- separate arty and government, to 
20 Ocrober 1973': 'Socialism Is not ready for Communism. on a world scale with problems, . limit the role of the Party and to 

• 
/ 1 bl t tlnues to exist, but In effect much Is 

an economic elevation but it is the ncludlng part/cu ar pro ems, 0 b . develop a non-political civil service 
A I I I I h emg leased to private farmers and • 

elimination of every form of imposl- s revo ut onar es, we are not generalise the cone uslons and t e I . Certainly the Psrty should not be 
I t t d I th h bill I f 

. h soc/a dlfferent1ation ls naturally 
tlon. of violence, of Inequality. n eres e n e re a tat on o a expertences for the progress ot t e d 1 . confused with government b. ut Its eve optng. All this has been ana- ' 
Socialism means the elimination .of name as a symbol. It Is living Ideas world. Although certain Communist 1 ·sed b C p . Influence should be established on 
'each one according to his capacity' of all the masters of Marxism which parties resist or oppose these con- Y Y de osadas long ago, as a . 

by 
'to each one according to his show that thev are .11ecessary and In- c fusions - because they have not result of the limited role played by the ~asls ofh the contlnuouTsh inter

. the proletariat or/glnalfy in China, vent1on of t e masses. e new 
vincible. T.he. understood the role of the first tour the destruction of the best cadres of policy to lfmit the Party can Incur needs''• 
examples of the Russian Revolution congresses of the communist Inter- the CCP in the Twe ti certain risks for the counter-

Soclallsm means the elimination show that they are Imperishable. The national - they continue b~lng . n es and the lack revolutionary leadership, as the 

of every dependency on the economy. 
It Is the rational relation determined 
by the mind, by thought. by fraternity 
- which Includes and resolves In
equality. A family which has ten 
children and does not have enough to 
live on gives all that It can, and the 
planning of society means not to 
produce indlvldually, not to make 

prJvate cars when there Is In
sufficient housing. And when there 
are enough houses people are not 
going to make private cars because 
they will say 'why the Individual 

cars•~? 

Party ls indestructible, but the Party · h · h' h of a consistent Communist political 
for this task. Not a Party made to ;~~::s;i; an~ h:ss u':":~:t: ;a~~d lite, together with the generalised diminution of Party control In govern

relate to the daily life of the capita- on the Soviet Union on this Seven- extension of Stallnlsm. Nonetheless m~nt could accelerate currents of 
f /st system, either Its trade union or tleth Anniversary. a Chinese proletariat now exists. criticism from within the Party. 

electoral life, but preparing tor this 
revolutionary process developed In 
the science and In the consciousness 
ot this conclusion. Hence, In spite 
ot Stalin. the Russian Revolution 
went on because the first seven years 
of Lenin gave the structure and 
solidity of the Soviet economic and 

It Is necessary to make of this 
date a re-affirmation of this Instru
ment of progress of history impelling 
the struggle for the truth and contri
buting with Ideas, analyses and 
criticisms to Impel and to elevate 
the anti-capitalist struggle In the THE RIVERA EXHIBITION 

social structure. More Important Is world. 
the social than the economic, because 
this gave the security to the Soviet 18 Oct. 1987. European Bureau. 
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From page 2 

and social orientation under Gerry 
Adams, and this finds opposition from 
the more right wing military sector. 
The more the polltlcal understanding 
and the left develops in the IRA, 
the more difficult will it be for in
formers to play a role and complicate 
matters. Imperialism is frightened 
of the political development of the 
I RA, Hence the re-doubled repres
s ion, ·North and South of the border. 
Hence the attempt to stifle any dis
cussion in Britain on the Irish 
question by screaming 'terrorists' 
any time the subject ls mentioned. 

the same time, Northern Ireland 
is an excellent training ground tor 
repression In Britain. 

The Labour left Intervention has 
to elevate the political discussion 
to face the problem that Ireland and 
Britain must have a common Socialist 
perspective. Withdrawal of troops Is 
not enough. Both countries face the 
oppression of the capitalist class. 
A Socialist federation of both coun
tries has to be the objective - a 
Republican Federation with the 
monarchy abolished. 

had already experienced several selves later in the encounter with The other factor of importance 
attempts on his life - when he German imperialism. British. was shown when Trotsky deve
declared that the isolation of the Americm and French imperialism. loped the programme of the IV 
USSR would be broken and that Hence Trotsky in 1938 anUcipated fntemational. Although this was· 
imperialism would injure itself in that in the war millions of revo- in general correct, today the 
front of the progress of the Soviet lutionaries would know how to analysis as regards the Soviet 
Union. It was not yet possible to move heaven and eartb, and then Union is changed because the 
value the resistance of the coun- the Soviet Union would no /onge1 problem of Stalioism no longer 
try, but Trotsky was confident in be Isolated and new conditions exists. This has disappeared, it 
the world proletariat which had would be created. Although not has been smashed by the course 
already impeded capitalism from expressed exactly in these terms. of the world revolution. The 
lau?ching itself against the Soviet this was the essential thought of Soviet bureaucracy remains, but 
Umon. Trotsky. Indeed, he believed that it is a less serious factor. linked 

0 
. the unconditional defence of the to the struggle of capital Ism 

n t~e .other hand,. th~ mtemal Soviet Union was part of revolu- against the tworkers, States. 
contrad1ct1ons of cap1tal1sm were tionary policy and was the most 
very acute. infinitely stronger elevated fact~r in that stage of PART 2. 
than their capacity to eliminate human lflstory. 
the USSR; and these showed them 

The fact of an exhibition re- for 'political' art is generally merely 
calling the work of Diego Rivera, the reference or protest, or a passive 
first time his work has been shown form of realism. What is lacking is 
in a serious way in Britain, has some Communist conviction. As a result 
importance in showing that it is what passes for art in generaJ is· most 
possible to have a powerful political of the time empty and. mediocre. 
collective art which is both good art Although the best pe·riods3of Rivera's 
and good politics. It is in total con- work were painted many decades ago, 
trast to the confusion and debility of it still overshadows the art of the 
art under capitalism in this stage of twentieth century. 
history. 

In this sense the CPSU has still 
Naturally it was not possible to show to develop policies which marshall 
his major mural works save in Communist passion and enable the 
photographs. use of art in a more functiona I way, 

as one of the instruments to develop 
Communist sentiment and security in 
the inevitable Communist future of 
humanity. Most of the art in the 

. , Workers States is very limited, with 
It is ~rue th~t art is .not the. con-very confined sentiments, and without 

~tructor .in society, as in part it was the capacity to develop epic histori-
1n pr~v10.us stages,. because now ca I themes which can guide and give 
humanity is engaged 1 ~ a pr~gress 01 security to humanity. To this extent 
advance. and construct.ion which ~e- the best work of Rivera has not found 
pends directly on the highest possible an equivalent in this stage 
elevation of human relations and re- • 
quires also the presence of a Party Rivera later deserted the team of 
ca.pable of foresight and harm on is- Marx ism led by Trotsky, but the 
at1on. banner of the IV lnternationa I retains 

. the relevance it had in his murals, 
Because of the failure of the because it is the ideas of the IV 

Communist and S~cialist parties .to .International elaborated by Trotsk~ 
develop tendencies armed with and Posadas which meet the historic 
revolutionary conviction, what passes needs of today. 
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